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its involvement in the cortical function and the treatment approaches which are eligible

for use in this particular deficit.
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Abstract

Title

Case Study of a Patient’s Rehabilitation Plan Following Cerebellar Lesion

Goal

The purpose of the thesis is to normalize function of the musculoskeletal system after

deficit in the function of the cerebellum, resulting from ischemia

Methods

This paper is divided into two separate parts, the first one being the theoretical part that

includes the etiology and mechanism of the cerebral ischemia, the anatomy of the

cerebellum, the clinical picture of lesion in the cerebellum as well as its clinical

manifestations accompanied by the physiotherapeutic approaches used and finally

cerebellum’s possible involvement in the cognitive function. The second part contains

the practical part and more specifically, medical history of the patient and kinesiological

examination done to determine the results from the ischemia, the therapeutic approaches

used and explained individually during every therapy session and finally the evaluation

of therapy’s effect on patient condition. Most important treatment method used is

kinesiotherapy, containing exercises to influence motor control (stability, coordination,

conditional training, frenkel’s exercises). Treatment approaches such as Mojžíšová

method and Dynamic Neuromuscular Stabilization concept by Kolář were applied under

the supervision of a specialized Physiotherapist.

Result

Patient showed significant improvement regarding over static and dynamic postural

control as well as control over isolated movements of the periphery. Ataxia was

completely diminished.

Keywords

Kinesiotherapy, diminished, frenkel, ataxia, cerebellum, lesion, coordination, stability,

manifestations,
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1. Introduction

The objective of this paper is to indirectly normalize the function of the musculoskeletal

system by directly influencing the afferent pathways of the human brain (CNS),

following a cerebrovascular accident with involvement of the cerebellum. The practice

took place in the Kladno hospital in the period between 26/1-22/2. The 1st week of the

study was conducted in the Neurological department of the hospital and the rest 3 weeks

were done in the rehabilitation department after the relocation of the patient there.
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2. General part

2.1 Explaining cerebral ischemia

What is an ischemic Cerebrovascular accident (CVA)? It’s essentially hypoxia or

more simply put, lack of oxygen in the brain. A hypoxic brain tissue is subject to many

structural changes, whose significance depends on the area of the disrupted function as

well as the duration of this particular injury. A normal adult male’s brain containing

approx. 130 billion neurons (21.5 billion in the neocortex), comprises only 2 % of total

body mass, yet consumes at rest approximately 20 % of the body’s total basal oxygen

consumption supplied by 16 % of the cardiac blood output. The brain’s oxygen

consumption is almost entirely for the oxidative metabolism of glucose, which in

normal physiological conditions is the almost exclusive substrate for the brain’s energy

metabolism. Energy metabolism by functional activation is due mostly to stimulation of

the Na+K+-ATPase activity to restore the ionic gradients across the cell membrane and

the membrane potentials that were degraded by the spike activity and is rather high

compared to the demand of neuronal cell bodies. Overall, 87 % of the total energy

consumed is required by signaling, mainly action potential propagation and postsynaptic

ion fluxes, and only 13 % is expended in maintaining membrane resting potential.

Ischemia causes cell hypoxia (low oxygen on a cellular level) and depletion of cellular

adenosine triphosphate (ATP). Without ATP, there is no longer the energy to maintain

ionic gradients across the cell membrane and cell depolarization. Influx of sodium and

calcium ions and passive inflow of water into the cell lead to cytotoxic edema.

Circulatory disturbances and insufficient blood supply trigger a complex deleterious

cascade of biochemical and molecular events finally leading to ischemic cell death

(Jauch, 2020).
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2.2 Pathophysiology of the ischemic stroke

Normal brain perfusion is between 50-60ml/100g of brain tissue and if the brain

tissue is a subject of a sudden decrease in perfusion (fluid passage through the

circulatory system), at around 20ml/100g, neuronal function becomes disrupted and

clinical signs develop that stem from the ischemic lesion. Strokes involving the

cerebellum are a rare type occurring only at 10% of the total strokes.

The vasculature of the human CNS has unique features to preserve blood flow to

critical brain structures. Ostensibly, a high-flow, low-pressure fluid perfusion system,

the networks of microvessels of the cortex and striatum allow for reversal of the flow,

should microvascular obstruction occurs. Bar demonstrated that cortical arterioles

arising from the pia circulation are arranged in successive vertically hierarchical

hexagonal. Redundancy in the arterial supply to the brain also serves a protective role.

Primary blood flow to the cerebral hemispheres is supplied by the internal carotid

arteries, whereas the occipital cortex also receives supply from the basilar artery

through the confluence of the two vertebral arteries. The posterior circulation serves the

cerebellum, brainstem, occipital lobes, and portions of the diencephalon. Anastomotic

connections between the carotid and basilar artery systems occur through the Circle of

Willis (middle carotid artery, middle cerebral artery, basilar artery), which allows

reversal of flow and crossfilling of deep brain structures (del Zoppo, 2000).

Figure 1.a shows a cerebral microvessel (4-7.5 mm diameter) and its components:

endothelial cells, intervening basal lamina extracellular matrix on which epithelial cells

sit), bounded by astrocyte end-feet that encircle the matrix.

fig.1 cerebral microvessel (del Zoppo, 2000)
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The cerebral endothileum (thin membrane composed of cells that controls vascular

relaxation and contraction) regulate homeostasis and act as a gatekeeper for the

microcirculation and presents an active antithrombotic as well as antiinflammatory

surface to the blood. The endothelium can undergo a dramatic transformation under the

influence of a variety of mediators and become actively prothrombotic and

proinflammatory. Mechanisms involved in this conversion include expression of

adhesion receptors for leukocytes, production and release of interleukin (IL-1) and

platelet activating factor. Risk factors including advanced age, family history, obesity,

alcohol consumption, tobacco smoking, diabetes mellitus, arterial stenosis as well as

general physical inactivity predispose the brain to ischemia by altering the luminal

surface of the endothelium with expression of adhesion receptors for

polymorphonuclear (PMN) leukocytes and monocytes occurs in the postcapillary

venules within the CNS as in other organs. Monocytes transmigrate to a perivascular

location where they can further activate the endothelium by periodic release of

cytokines TNF-α and IL-β and prepare it for thrombosis that is followed by a time-

dependent exposure to a “provocative” stimulus that is maximally effective for 18-24

hours, which includes anything that activates the coagulation or complement systems

within the systemic circulation. This pattern may have a role in the initiation or severity

of the stroke (del Zoppo, 2000).

Figure 1.b. shows the effect of ischemia in the microvascular integrity. Normal

cerebral microvessel with endothelial blood-brain barrier intact. During focal ischemia

there is increase in endothelial cell permeability (B), expression of leukocyte adhesion

receptors in postcapillary venules, which affects endothelial permeability (C) and

breakdown of lamina with loss of astrocyte and endothelial cell contacts and increased

permeability to cells (D).
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(fig.2 microvessel integrity (del Zoppo, 2000)

A unique feature of the capillary endothelium is its limitation of solute entry and

the regulation of the transit of substances to and from the plasma (blood-brain barrier).

Tight junctions, are formed by fusion of plasma membranes of two adjoining

endothelial cells or an endothelial cell upon itself as in capillaries. During ischemia,

increased transit of fluid and plasma constituents occurs due to loosening of the tight

junctions. In addition, there is a rapid loss of of expression of integrin receptors on both

endothelial cells and astrocytes that comprises cerebral microvessels. The basal lamina

forms a second permeability barrier subjacent to the endothelium. The function of this

structure as a barrier to pull out erythrocytes has been suggested by Hamann, who

demonstrated marked reduction of basal lamina during focal ischemia. Cerebral blood

flow is normally maintained relatively constant over a moderate range of arterial blood

pressures by autoregulation. Although the mechanism isn’t completely understood, the

nitric oxide (NO) has been speculated to participate (del Zoppo, 2000).

Cerebral ischemia results predominantly from situ thrombosis, thromboemboli and

small arterioral fibrionoid occlusions. Thromboembolism has cardiac origin (ventricular

mural thrombi, valvular, atrial fibrilation and cryptogenic), sites of arterial and aortic

atherosclerosis (predilection sites, within intracranial circulation and associated with

vasculitis), or microvascular origin (del Zoppo, 2000).
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2.3 Functional and anatomical division of the cerebellum (+vascular

supply)

The cerebellum is supplied by three main arteries that arise from the vertebrobasilar

arteries. The posterior inferior cerebellar artery supplies the dorsal medulla (including

parts of the vestibular nuclei and the inferior cerebellar peduncle) and the vermis and

inferior cerebellum. The anterior inferior cerebellar artery supplies the lateral pons

(including the facial nucleus and parts of the vestibular nuclei and the middle cerebellar

peduncle) and the cerebellar flocculus and adjacent parts of the inferior surface of the

cerebellum. The anterior inferior cerebellar artery also gives rise to the internal auditory

and labyrinthine arteries. The superior cerebellar artery is the largest of the three arteries;

it supplies the upper pons (including superior cerebellar peduncle) and the superior part

of the cerebellum (Marsden, 2011).

The cerebellar peduncles are 6 in total, with 3 in each side, containing the afferent

and efferent tracts of the cerebellum that connects it with the brain stem. The inferior

cerebellar peduncle connects the cerebellum with medulla oblongata and contains four

afferent tracts (posterior spinocerebellar, vestibulocerebellar, olivocerebellar and

reticulocerebellar) and one efferent tract (the cerebellovestibular tract). The middle

cerebellar peduncle is the largest and contains only afferent fibres from the pontine

nucleus. This pontocerebellar tract provides an important connection between the

cerebral cortex and cerebellum and modulates skilled activities of hands and fingers.

The superior cerebellar peduncle connects the cerebellum with the midbrain and

contains one afferent, anterior cerebellar tract and one efferent tract from the cerebellar

nuclei to the red nucleus, thalamus and medulla.If the blood supply is cut off from this

arteries, the cerebellum can’t function. The cerebellum which stands for “little brain” in

latin, is located in the infratentorial region (area under the tentorium cerebelli, whereas

supratentorial region contains the cerebrum) in the posterior fossa of the skull

underlying the occipital and temporal lobes together with the brain stem (mid brain,

pons, medulla oblongata). Even though the cerebellum accounts only for the 10% of the

total brain’s volume, it contains as much as the 50% of the total neurons in the brain

and it’s significant involvement in numerous functions has been undermined until

recently. Figure 3 shows the vascular supply in the cerebellum.

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/inferior-cerebellar-peduncle
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/inferior-cerebellar-peduncle
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/middle-cerebellar-peduncle
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/middle-cerebellar-peduncle
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/superior-cerebellar-peduncle
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/red-nucleus
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fig 3 vascular supply (Bhimji, 2021)

The anatomical division consists of two main parts: 1) the cerebellar nuclei and is

covered by an extremely sheet of tissue, the 2) cerebellar cortex which contains the

majority of cerebellum’s neurons. The cerebellar cortex is divided into three primary

subdivisions by two major fissures (openings,cuts) which run mediolaterally. The 1)

posterolateral fissure separates the flocculonodular lobe (whose significance will be

explained further into the paper) and the posterior lobe. The 2) primary fissure separates

the corpus cerebelli (main part) into an anterior and posterior lobe (Knierin, 2020).

Figure 4 shows cerebellum from the side and the fissures dividing the lobes are

evident.

fig.4 Cerebellum (Section 3, Chapter 5 Neuroscience Online)
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The cerebellum is also anatomically divided in the sagittal into three zones: 1) the

vermis, which runs midsagittally, 2) the intermediate zone right after the vermis and 3)

the lateral hemispheres. The cerebellar deep nuclei is the sole output system of the

cerebellum. Thus, a lesion to the cerebellar nuclei has the same effect as a complete

lesion of the entire cerebellum. In addition there is a group of nuclei that consists of the

input system and are named as follows: 1) the fastigal nucleus receives input from the

vermis and it projects to the vestibular nuclei and the reticular information. 2) The

interposed nuclei that contains the emboliform nucleus as well as the globose nucleus

and receive input from the intermediate zone. This 2 nuclei receive somatosensory,

auditory as well as visual information and are connected to the spinal cerebellum.

(fastigal nuclei receives vestibular information in addition). 3) The dentate nucleus is

the largest nuclei of them all and is associated with the cerebral cerebellum, receiving

information from the lateral hemispheres and is projected to the red and thalamic nuclei.

In addition to those strictly cerebellar nuclei, there is also the vestibular nuclei which is

located in the medulla oblongata and thus is not anatomically correlated with the

cerebellum but they are interconnected from a functional point of view. It receives input

from the flocculonodular lobe and from the vestibular labyrinth. They project to various

motor nuclei and originate the vestibulospinal tracts (Knierin, 2020).

Figure 5 shows cerebellum’s parts divided according to the function together with

their respective output nuclei.

fig.5 output pathways (human physiology, 2015)
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Apart from the anatomical division of the cerebellum there is also the division from the

functional point of view. There are 3 parts of the cerebellum and each one of them has

its own purpose. 1) The archicerebellum (flocculonodular lobe), which is also called

vestibular cerebellum, phylogenetically is the oldest part and its name declares the

connection with the vestibular apparatus. It receives vestibular information regarding

the position and movement of the head in space. Based on the input, it affects spinal

cord motor control activity and ensures balance during all postural scenarios. The

paleocerebellum forms the anterior lobe, the superior and inferior segments of the

vermis and the intermediate zones as well as the fastigal and interposed nuclei. It

primary receives information from the spinocerebellar tract and thus it is also called

spinal cerebellum. It participates in the optimization of the muscle tone and the function

of the postural autochthonous musculature. The archicerebellum and the

paleocerebellum collaborate together in order to ensure sufficient muscle tension and

synchronization of the agonists and antagonists participationg in standing and walking

(gross movements). The neocerebellum is phylogenetically the youngest component and

the largest subdivision of the cerebellum, comprising the lateral hemispheres and the

dentate nuclei. Due to its rich connections with the motor areas of the cerebral cortex,

the subcortical region and the thalamic nuclei, it is also called cerebral cerebellum and

thus is associated with cognitive functions (Kolář et al., 2013).
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2.4 Clinical picture of deficit in cerebellar function

Cerebellum’s main manifestation is ataxia, and it contains various signs of disturbance.

The most significant deficit observed is the uncoordinated movement that can be easily

seen during the gait, as a result in the ability of the celebellum to effectively calculate

and determine the velocity of movement and regulate the muscle tone.

Gait ataxia ,which is associated with deficit in vermis, can be described as wide

based, staggered from side-to-side walking. Jerky-like movements, non-fluently

executed , as well as short steps are seen accompanied by difficulty in forcibly stopping

the locomotion, unsteadiness related to fear of falling and if a lateral deviation towards

one side is present we can suspect the involvement of the vestibulocerebellum.

With limb ataxia, which is caused by a lesion in the lateral cerebellum,

adiadochokinesia and asynergy are present and patient is unable to perform fluent

repetitive movements and the typical movements of the periphery are seperated into

individual phases due to the lack of timely activation of the antagonists to properly

decelerate the movement, thus resulting in unsmoothiness. The deficit in coordination is

a result of dysfunction in alternate activity of agonists and antagonists (Kolář et al.,

2013).

Cerebellar hypotonia has been explained as a decreased response to stretch in the

muscle spindle afferents and manifests itself with increased range of motion, swing-like

behaviour of the joints during passive movements as well as increased response to

stimulus by the tendon reflexes (Kolář et al., 2013).

Intention tremor is evident during purposeful movement and more specifically at the

end of the intended movement (frequency of 5-10 Hz).

The most frequent disturbance in vision includes nystagmus and is mainly twitch-

like behaviour of the eyeball (Javalkar, 2014).

Cerebellar nystagmus is gross, occurs ipsilateral to the lesion and becoems more

evident when looking towards the side of the lesion. Numerous types of nystagmus are

seen in patients with cerebellar disease. Patients with midline cerebellar lesions can

present with gaze-evoked, upbeat, rebound and abnormal optokinetic nystagmus

Posterior midline cerebellar lesions involving the vestibulocerebellum are associated

with downbeat nystagmus. Gaze-evoked nystagmus results in the inability to maintain

an eccentric position of Gaze The slow phase is to the midline, and the corrective phase
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(the quick jerk) is to the side Asymmetric gaze-evoked nystagmus is usually caused by

an ipsilateral lesion of the cerebellum or brainstem. Rebound nystagmus is also seen in

cerebellar disease. Rebound nystagmus occurs after a few seconds following gaze-

evoked nystagmus. When the patient is asked to saccade back to the primary position,

the nystagmus reverses in direction (slow phase away from midline and fast phase

toward the midline) (Javalkar, 2014).

Cerebellar dysarthria is characterized by disruption of articulation and prosody

(rhythm and melody or pitch) and is described as scanning, slurred, staccato, explosive,

hesitant, slow altered accent, and garbled. Speech production is labored with occasional

excessive facial grimacing. The cerebellum affects the autoregulation of the breath and

particularly its integration with speech (Javalkar, 2014).

Vertigo is a specific type of dizziness, defined as the pathologic illusion of things

rotating around patient or that patient is rotating around things. In cerebellar vertigo,

patient will have severe ataxia. In cerebellar vertigo, the nystagmus is purely vertical, or

torsional, and not inhibited by fixation. Cerebellar nystagmus may change direction

with gaze toward fast phase called direction changing (bidirectional gazeevoked

nystagmus). Such patients have nystagmus that changes directions according to the

patient’s gaze. For example, if the patient looks to the right, it beats to the right, and

when the patient looks left, it beats to the left (Javalkar, 2014).

2.5 Cerebellum as a critical instrument in the cortical function

The cerebellum generally has rich afferent and exteroceptive signalization and is

able to ensure one’s body orientation in space while simultaneously analyzing the

surrounding environment. It calculates the velocity of moving objects in the surrounding

and predicts ahead of time the probable position and movement behavior of moving

objects in relation to the body. On behalf of this calculation the cerebral cortex can start

an appropriate intended movement. It also corrects any inaccuracy of the ongoing

movement by acting as a brake in order to prevent overshooting of a target, which is

basically an inhibitory action. The cerebellum also serves as a storage unit of already

learned movement patterns (engrams). Together with the extrapyramidal tract, it ensures
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the fine regulation and the resting state of the muscle tone. Cerebellum is involved in

regulation of the fine motor skills (Kolář et al., 2013).

At the beginning of the 20th century, the cerebellum was regarded solely as a

modulator of motor functions including diadochokinesia, tonus, coordination, and motor

speech production. These studies for the first time showed that this consistent pattern of

activation was not due to motor verbal responses but to nonmotor cognitive process

subserving semantic word association.The first evidence to support the emerging view

of a role for the cerebellum in linguistic functions was provided by PET (Positron

Emission Tomography, ) activation studies which demonstrated that, in addition to

Broca’s area, the contrralateral cerebellar hemisphere was actively involved in the

production of semantically related verbs in response to visually presented nouns .

Hubrich-Ungureanu, Kaemmerer, Henn, Baus, in 2002 examined the pattern of

lateralized activation in a left and right-handed volunteer by means of functional

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) during a silent verbal fluency task. In the right-

handed with typical left hemisphere language dominance, regions of activations not

only included the left fronto-parietal cortex but, as expected, also the contralateral right

cerebellar hemisphere and vise versa in the left-handed subject. The study concluded

that the cerebellar involvement in language processing is contralateral to the activation

of the cerebral cortex, even under conditions of different language dominance (De Smet,

2013).

Cerebellar damage may also be associated with grammatical and syntactic disorders.

The occurrence of agrammatism was for the first time described by Silveri, Leggio, and

Molinari in 1994, who found an association between focal vascular damage of the right

cerebellum and transient expressive agrammatism, characterized by the exclusion of

free-standing grammatical morphemes (smallest meaningful unit in language), the

exception of auxiliaries (assistive verbs) and clitics (for example m’ in I’m), and

substitutions of bound grammatical morphemes (De Smet, 2013).

Higher-level language and metalinguistic abilities have also been investigated in

patients with cerebellar lesions. For example Murdoch and Whelan in 2007 described

10 patients with primary left cerebellar strokes who had difficulties in producing and

multiple definitions (provision of two distinct meanings of spoken homophonic words),

recreating sentences tasks, in figurative and ambiguous language tests, in word

association tasks, in antonym/synonym generation, and in interpreting semantic

absurdities (De Smet, 2013).
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2.6 Diagnostics and treatment methods in clinical setting

When assessing the integrity of the brain’s function, we have to start by the awareness

and consciousness of our patient in relation to the external environment. Various

questions can be used such as when, where, how and why did this particular injury

occurred alongside basic information about our patient’s life (occupation, personal life

etc. etc.). Visual, vestibular and olfactory senses can be assessed via cranial nerves of

the cerebrum and brainstem, and the tactile component can be assessed with kinesthesia,

joint position sense, two point discrimination, vibration, light touch and paintemperature.

Dynamic and static postural stability are assessed during standing and walking (via

aspection) accompanied by various modifications. Specifically for assessment of

cerebellar ataxia, we use tests targeting coordination of the periphery and the axial

organ such as finger-to-nose test, heel-to-shin (for hypermetria) and supine-to-sit, in

which the patient is in supine and tries to raise his trunk off the bed and if a synkinetic

hip flexion is present, then the test is positive with lesion ipsilateral of the flexed leg

(asynergy). Asynergy can also be assessed in standing, where we promote patient’s loss

of balance and pay attention if the patient bends the knees in order to compensate for the

loss of balance and thus remain stable. Adiadochokinesia can be assessed by instructing

the patient to perform alternating rhythmical repetitive movements in the periphery such

as supination-pronation and even accompamied by flexion-extension in the elbow.

Physiotherapeutic approaches following cerebellar lesions include re-education of

optimal gait pattern accompanied by exercise focusing on motor control of isolated

movements occurring in the periphery and gradually transitioning into exercises that

facilitate co-operation of the axial organ and the extremities. Frenkel exercises are a set

of exercises that are used for treatment of cerebellar ataxia and were developed by

Professor Heinrich Sebastian Frenkel, a Swiss neurologist who, one day in 1887, while

examining a patient with ataxia, observed the patient's poor performance of the finger-

to-nose test. In his book on ataxia, Frenkel states: "The visual sense is the greatest

supporting factor in the treatment". This means the patient must watch their own

movements while practicing them. In general, various exercises can be used to facilitate

coordination. Exercises promoting static and dynamic postural stability were used such

as sensorimotor stimulation with the use of irregular surfaces to stimulate the

proprioceptors.
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3 Special part

3.1 Methodology

The following rehabilitation was scheduled to last for 2 weeks or more (depending on

patient’s progress) and a total of 10 therapeutic session. The duration of each therapy

depended on the current condition of the patient, the availability of assistive aids in

rehabilitation, the progress of the patient and last but not least our own ability to be

flexible and adjustable when needed. We assume at the beginning, the duration of the

therapy won’t exceed 30 minutes and at the towards the end of the rehabilitation, it

shouldn’t surpass 45-50 minutes (taking into account the vulnerability of our patient’s

cardiovascular system). The time of the therapy session took place in the morning

approximately at 9:30 am, after patient’s breakfast. The rehabilitative aids for use are,

first and foremost, the walking aids, starting from the four-wheel walker and gradually

transitioning to stable walker to crutches and finally achieving independence in

locomotion. Other aids, which are available in the rehabilitation department are:

physiotherapeutic table, medicine ball, wallbar, trampoline, irregular surfaces as well as

gait correction board. Kinesiotherapy would be our main assistant and with the usage of

these aids, we will highly focus on positively influencing the quality of the movement

secondary to completely diminishing any possible deficits following the ischemic stroke.

Patient himself has given us his permission to use his information for the purpose of

using it in this thesis paper by signing an informed consent written in his mother tongue.

The project of the thesis has been approved by the Ethics Committee of the Faculty of

Physical Education and Sport at Charles University.
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3.2 Anamnesis

 Examined person: M.L., male

 Year of birth: 1957

 Diagnosis: ischemic stroke in the left cerebral and more specifically involvement of

the occipital and temporal lobes as well as left cerebellar hemisphere (cerebellum

more severely affected)

Status praesens

a) Objective:

 Communication: intact but limited intellectual capacity presented by the patient,

one week after stroke

 Assistive device: walker

 Dominant limb: right

 Glasses: no

 Weight: 102kg

 Height: 172 cm

 BMI: 34,5 (obese), mesomorph

 Blood pressure: arterial hypertension

b) subjective

 Chief complaint: weakness in the left side of the body, gait ataxia, dysarthria,

adiadochokinesia and dystaxia ( uncoordinated movement of the limbs) on the left.

 Personal anamnesis: patient suddenly suffered the stroke (probably of vascular

origin) on 22nd of january and was admitted to the hospital 5 days later on 27th

without nausea, vomiting but with vertigo and diplopia that lasted 2 days.
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 Family anamnesis: his mother died due to complications following ischemic stroke

and his sister has also suffered an ischemic stroke with hemiparesis on the left side

( hereditary predisposition is suspected)

 Co-existing pathologies/diseases: type II diabetes with chronic renal insufficiency,

resting hypertension, hepatomegalie, mitral insufficiency, hyperparathyroidism,

hyperlipoproteinemia, lung hypertension, diunephropathy, cholesystolithiasis and

thoracalgia due to degenerative changes of the lower thoracic vertebrae (osteophyte

formation), bradycardia as well as intraventricular (suspected vascular origin of the

stroke probably due to numerous co-existing pathologies of the cardiovascular

system)

 Past surgeries: no surgeries in the past

 Medications: insulin

 Allergies: no allergies

 Abuses: no abuses

 Functional anamnesis: has been independent regarding (I)ADL’s throughout his life

 Social anamnesis: retired for the past 5 years, having worked previously as a

warehouse man, currently living with his wife in a house accessible via 16 stairs

steps
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3.3 Initial kinesiological examination

3.3.1 Level of consciousness-intellect

Asking the patient various question regarding orientation and alertness in space, time

and him/herself

Questions asked Results

a) Who are you? Patient gave correct information

b) Where are you right now? Patient gave correct information

c) What’s the date today? Patient gave correct information

d) Why are you here? Patient gave correct information

Table 1- initial assessment of consciousness

3.3.2 Assessment of cranial nerves

Cranial nerves Result

Olfactory nerve Patient sense of smell remains intact

Optic nerve Physiological accommodation of the pupils into the
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light

Occulomotor nerve Even though diplopia was reported during the first 2

days of hospitalization, eye movements in all

directions are optimal and no nystagmus nor diplopia

reported

Trochlear nerve Optimal movement of the eyes bilaterally

Trigeminal nerve Sensory fibers innervating the 3 different divisions on

the phase remain intact, strength of the masticatory

muscles is optimal, patient is able to eat properly

Abducens nerve Lateral movements are executed optimally

Facial nerve Facial nerve is preserved

Vestibulocochlear nerve Romberg’s tests I-II are negative but the III test of

romberg’s is positive, patient immediately loses

balance and has tendency to fall on the opposite side

as the lesion of the cerebellar hemisphere(right side).

Hautant’s sign is negative, patient’s positional sense

is preserved and thus we can assume that the

archicerebellum (floculonodular lobe), which is the

oldest part of the cerebellum, isn’t affected

Glossopharyngeal nerve Patient is able to swallow and speak out letters of the

alphabet, although signs of cerebellar dysarthria was

noted as the patient had slurred speech.

Vagus nerve Same as glossopharyngeal

Accessory nerve Muscle strength of upper trapezius and SCM is

preserved

Hypoglosseal nerve Patient is able to protrude the tongue and move it

side-to-side, although there is delay and slight

asynchronicity of the movement which can be

interpreted as a sign of dysdiadochokinesia (on of the

manifestations of the cerebellar lesions)

Table 2- initial examination of cranial nerves
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3.3.3 Elicitation of pathological reflexes (flexion+extension spastic

process)

Reflexes Results

Juster sign Negative result, no adduction-opposition of the

thumb

Hoffmann’s sign

Negative result, no thumb flexion-opposition

observed

Table 3- initial elicitation of pathological reflexes (both upper extremities)

Reflexes Results

Babinski sign Negative result, no extension of the big toe at the

level of MTP joint observed

Oppenheim’s sign Negative result, no extension of the big toe at the

level of MTP joint observed s

Table 4- elicitation of pathological reflexes (both lower extremities)

Reflexes Results

Rossolimo’s reflex Negative result, no flexion of the big toe observed

Mendel-Bechterew Negative result, no flexion of the big toe observed

Table 5- initial elicitation of pathological reflexes (both lower extremities)
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3.3.4 Testing of spasticity

Note: tested by one hand supporting the joint proximally and using the other hand the

joint is brought quickly in a position opposite of the contraction of the muscle to be

examined.

Muscles for testing Left Right

Biceps brachii No spasticity No spasticity

Triceps brachii No spasticity No spasticity

Wrist flexors No spasticity No spasticity

Wrist extensors No spasticity No spasticity

Quadriceps No spasticity No spasticity

Hamstrings No spasticity No spasticity

Triceps surae No spasticity No spasticity

Tibialis anterior No spasticity No spasticity

Table 6- initial examination of spastictiy

3.3.5 Deep tendon reflexes (+ abdominal reflexes)

For the grading of the deep tendon reflexes we used the DTR scale.

Reflexes Left Right

Biceps brachii (C5-C6) 3+ 2+

Brachioradial (C6) 3+ 1+

Triceps brachii (C7) 3+ 2+

Wrist flexors (C8) 3+ 2+

Patellar (L3-L4) 3+ 1+
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Achilles (L5-S2) 3+ 1+

Adductors (L3-L4) 1+ 1+

Peroneal-femoral

posterior (L5-S2)

1+ 1+

Tibial-femoral

posterior (L4-S2)

1+ 1+

Epigastric (T7-T8) 3+ 1+

Mesogastric (T9-T10) 3+ 1+

Hypogastric (T11-T12) 3+ 1+

Table 7- initial examination of DTR

3.3.6- Assessment of light touch (+temperature) =superficial sensation

We instruct the patient to close the eyes and using both our hand we check

simultaneously both sides across all the dermatomes in upper extremities (C5-T1) and

lower extremities (L3-S2). We ask the patient if the feeling was the same bilaterally or

not. For the temperature we can ask the patient if s(he) feels our hands cold or warm.

Upper extremities Left Right

C5 Normal sensation Normal sensation

C6 Normal sensation Normal sensation

C7 Normal sensation Normal sensation

C8 Normal sensation Normal sensation

T1 Normal sensation Normal sensation

Table 8- initial examination of dermatomes (upper extremities)
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Lower Extremities Left Right

L2 Normal sensation Normal sensation

L3 Normal sensation Normal sensation

L4 Normal sensation Normal sensation

L5 Normal sensation Normal sensation

S1 Normal sensation Normal sensation

S2 Normal sensation Normal sensation

Table 9- initial examination of dermatomes (lower extremities

3.3.7 Assessment of proprioception (deep touch)

Test Results

Joint position sense Patient is able to copy the movement which was

passively executed by the physiotherapist on the

opposite side although with a slight delay of 1-2

seconds. More significant deficit noted in the lower

extremities

Kinesthesia Patient has a delay when asked to describe when the

movement starts and when it finishes, but it may just be

the limited intellectual capacity of the patient to be at

fault (lack of understanding regarding the given task).

More significant deficit noted in the lower extremities

Graphesthesia Patient has difficulty understanding drawn numbers or

letters on the hands

Stereognosis Patient isn’t able to understand the given objects

Table 10- initial examination of proprioception
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3.3.8 Tests implemented in case of cerebrovascular accidents

(endurance tests)

Tests Results

Mingazzini test Negative, patient is able to hold the

position

Dufour test Negative result, patient is able to

maintain supination of the radiulnar

joint

Table 11- initial examination of positional tests (upper extremities)

Tests Results

Mingazzini test Negative result, patient is able to

maintain this position

Barre sign Negative result, patient is able to

maintain this position

Table 12- initial examination of positional tests (lower extremities)
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3.3.9 Examination of basic manifestations following cerebellar lesion

(ataxia)

Tests Results

Hypermetria Patient was able to perform the task with the eyes open but

With closed eyes we noted slight overshooting of the target

both in upper and lower extremities ipsilateral to the lesion

Adiadochokinesia Patient is unable to synchronize continuously repetitive

movements, loses the rhythm after few repetitions

Asynergy While standing, when we promote subject’s loss of balance,

he doesn’t bend the knee to prevent the fall, test is positive

The supine-to-sit test is negative as the patient doesn’t raise

the leg ipsilaterally to the lesion, test is negative

Flaccidity(cerebellar

hypotonia)

With cerebellar hypotonia we expect higher ROM in the joints

and we found this exact thing for the hip joint. When we

performed the above described test for flaccidity in the elbow,

the result was negative and even though bilateral hypotonia of

certain joints is present, patient can’t relax throughout the

general assessment

Table 13- initial examination of ataxia
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3.3.10 Postural examination (+specific test &modifications of standing)

Base of support-width Normal width, angle between both medial

aspects of the foot >30

Position of ankles-toes Pressed fingers, neutral position of the

ankle joint

Muscle contour-triceps surae-tibialis ant. Physiological muscle mass bilaterally

Position of the knee-patella Patella is parallel to femorotibial axis,

knee is varus bilaterally

Muscle contour-quadriceps Hypotrophy of the left quads,

physiological mass on the right

Muscle contour-abdominals Convex arching of the lateral and anterior

abdominals,weakness/insufficient function

Shape-position of thorax No deformities, physiological shape

Position of GH joint-shoulder girdle According to thumb’s position, GH is

internally rotated and shoulder girdle

placed in elevation on the right side

Position of the head Head is in neutral position

Table 14- initial Postural Examination anterior view
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Base of support-width Normal width, angle between both medial

aspects of the foot >30

Position of the ankle Physiological position of the ankle

Shape of achilles tendon Physiological shape of achilles

Muscle contour-triceps surae Physiological muscle mass bilaterally

Position of popliteal line Placed higher on the right side

Position of the knee joint Knee joint is in varus bilaterally

Muscle contour-hamstrings-gluteus max. Bilateral symmetrical contour of the

hamstrings, bilateral hypotonic gluteus

maximus

Position of pelvis Iliac crest seems higher on the right side

on observation

Contour of paravertebral musculature Hyperactivity of erector spinae at the

level of lumbar spine with a maximum at

the apex of the lordotic curve (L3) by

assumption, hypoactivity of the thoracic

musulature with the maximum at the apex

of the kyphotic curve (assuming)

Position of scapulae Abducted, externally rotated bilaterally

and elevated on the right side

Position of the head Head is positioned physiologically along

the longitudinal and sagittal axis of the

spine

Shape of lateral abdominals Convex arching, insufficiency of

transversus abdominis

Table 15- initial Postural Examination posterior view
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Left Right

Position of TC joint Positioned into slight

dorsiflexion aprox 5

degrees more or less

Positioned into slight

dorsiflexion aprox 5

degrees more or less

Position of knee joint Knee is fully extended Knee is fully extended

Position of hip joint Hip joint is positioned into

flexion if we assume just

by observation of the pelvic

tilt angle (PT)

Hip joint is positioned into

flexion if we assume just

by observation of the pelvic

tilt angle (PT)

Position of the pelvis Anteversion of the pelvis Anteversion of the pelvis

Position of L spine Hyperlordosis of the

lumbar spine with the apex

at the level of the L3

Hyperlordosis of the

lumbar spine with the apex

at the level of the L3

Shape of abdominal area Convex arching of the

anterior abdomen

Convex arching of the

anterior abdomen

Position of Th spine-thorax Middle thoracic spine is in

extension and upper

thoracic is in

flexion,thoracic wall is in

inspiratory position

Middle thoracic spine is in

extension and upper

thoracic is in

flexion,thoracic wall is in

inspiratory position

Position of GH joint Position of the humeral

head in relation to the

glenoid cavity is not

optimal, head of humerus is

displaced anteriorly

Positioned of the humeral

head in relation to the

glenoid cavity is not

optimal, head of humerus is

displaced anteriorly

Position of C spine Lower cervical is in flexion

and upper cervical in

extension

Lower cervical is in flexion

and upper cervical in

extension (C1-C2 is in

extension, C3-C6 in

flexion)

Position of the head Head is positioned into Head is positioned into
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reclination reclination ( occipital

condyles are in extension,

C1-C2 is in extension, C3-

C6 in flexion

Table 16- initial Postural Examination side view (left+right)

Structures Left Right

ASIS Lower Higher

PSIS Lower Higher

Iliac Crest Lower Higher

Table 17- initial Pelvis palpation

Tests Results

Standing on tip toes Patient is unable to stand on tip-toes although for a long period

of time, loses balance after 2 seconds

Standing on heels Patient is unable to stand on heels and immediately loses

balance

Single leg stance Patient is unable to support his weight on the affected side

(left), but he is able to hold the position on the unaffected for a

couple of seconds only with eyes open

Table 18- initial Modification of Standing
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Tests performed Result

Vele test Moderate impaired stability (grade 3) was observed

2-scales test Asymmetrical distribution of the weight with the right side

bearing 15kg more compared to the left side, which is more than

15% difference of the total bodyweight and is considered

pathological and can be safely attributed as a manifestation of

the stroke

Romberg’s test I Negative

Romberg’s test II Positive, slight trunk deviation side-to-side

Romberg’s test III Positive, patient immediately loses balance when attempts to

close the eyes

Table 19- initial Specific Testing

3.3.11 Gait analysis (+modifications)

Result of assessment: subject’s gait pattern does not represent the stereotypical

cerebellar gait, although it contains some typical signs. It represents more a

parkinsonian type of gait and we can assume the existence of some early signs of

parkinson’s disease(just a subjective assumption). Even though cerebellar gait involves

a wide base drunk-like walking with excessive co-movement of the upper extremities,

the subject had a short non-periodic stride length(which is also a manifestation of a

cerebellar lesion) accompanied by constant need of visual confirmation of the ground

surface and no co-movement of the extremities(because subject used walker initially),

reduced hip extension as well as non-optimal turning during walking which again

replicated a parkinsonian-like behavior. Signs of ataxia that we observed was short steps,

shuffling of the lower extremities(meaning uncoordinated-non-fluently execution of the

gait) as well as instability. One point of interest which should be kept in mind is the fact

that patient was deviating to the right side when walking with the walker, which raises

the suspicion of a disturbance in the vestibular apparatus, even though when we tested

the vestibular part of the cerebellum (archicerebellum) and the vestibular apparatus we

didn’t find any deficits.
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Assessment tests Results

walk in narrow basis Patient is unable to walk in a narrow basis without support

and immediately loses balance

walk backwards Patient is unable to walk backwards probably due to

insufficient activity of gluteus maximus as well as limited

mobility(age related degenerative intrtacapsular changes)

and due to lack of visual confirmation which is highly

needed in case of cerebellar lesion

walk on a soft surface Patient immediately loses balance when attempting this

task

Table 20- initial Gait Modifications

3.3.12 Breathing assessment

 Supine: We observed dominance of the breathing wave movement in abdominal

cavity with no significant involvement of the thoracic. Abdominal cavity’s

excursion was quiet evident in both sagittal and frontal plane which shows marked

weakness of the transversus abdominis. No movement of the lower ribs noted in the

frontal plane but cranial movement of the upper ribs was slightly present. Possible

reasons are the degenerative changes of the spine influencing the arthrokinematics

of the sternocostal, costovertebral and costotransverse joints.

 Sitting: Significant alteration of the breathing patter from supine to sitting, as the

upper ribs are dominating with cranail movements probably showing costal

breathing and again no movement of the lower ribs in the frontal plane observed.

 Standing: Patient’s abdomen dominate the breathing pattern as we observe great

excursion of the abdominal wall in sagittal and frontal plane, while the thoracic

wall presents limited excursion across the same planes.
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3.3.13 Examination of joint mobility (according to Lewit)

Thoracic

spine

Flexion Extension Side-bending Rotation

Left Right Left Right

Th1-th2 Slight

restriction

Marked

restriction

Restricted Restricted Restricted Restricted

Th2-th3 Slight

restriction

Marked

restriction

Restricted Restricted Restricted Restricted

Th3-th4 Marked

restriction

Marked

restriction

Restricted Restricted Restricted Restricted

Th4-th5 Marked

restriction

Marked

restriction

Restricted Restricted Restricted Restricted

Th5-th6 Marked

restriction

Marked

restriction

Restricted Restricted Restricted Restricted

Th6-th7 Marked

restriction

Marked

restriction

Restricted Restricted Restricted Restricted

Th7-th8 Marked

restriction

Marked

restriction

Restricted Restricted Restricted Restricted

Table 21-initial Thoracic Spine joint play

Individual segments Left Right

1st rib physiological springing physiological springing

2nd rib Restricted mobility Restricted mobility

3rd rib Restricted mobility Restricted mobility

4th rib Restricted mobility Restricted mobility

5th rib Restricted mobility Restricted mobility

Table 22- initial Rib joint play
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Individual segments Anteflexion Retroflexion

L1-L2 Slight restriction Marked restriction

L2-L3 Marked restriction Marked restriction

L3-L4 Marked restriction Marked restriction

L4-L5 Slight restriction Marked restriction

L5-S1 Slight restriction Slight restriction

Table 23- initial Lumbar Spine joint play

Anteflexion Retroflexion Side-bending Rotation

Left Right Left Right

AO

joint

(C0-

C1)

Restricted

mobility

Restricted

mobility

Restricted

mobility

Restricted

mobility

Restricted

mobility

Restricted

mobility

Table 24- initial Atlanto-occipital joint mobility

Movements Side-bending Rotation

Side Left Right Left Right

AA joint(C1-C2) Restricted Restricted Restricted Restricted

Table 25- initial Atlanto-axial joint mobility
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Movements Side-bending Rotation

Side Left Right Left Right

C2-C3 Restricted Restricted Restricted Restricted

C3-C4 restricted restricted restricted restricted

C4-C5 restricted restricted restricted restricted

C5-C6 restricted restricted restricted restricted

Table 26- initial C2-C5 joint play

Movements Side-bending rotation

Sides Left Right Left Right

C6-C7 restricted restricted restricted restricted

C7-Th1 restricted restricted restricted restricted

Table 27- initial Cervicothoracic junction mobility
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3.3.14 Deep stabilization system

 Diaphragm test (according to Kolář ): patient is unable to increase resistance under

therapist’s finger, which shown insufficient activity of the diaphragm and

disruption of its mechanics.

 Local stability of lumbar spine (according to Australian school approach): when

patient attempts to lift one leg up, there is an immediate movement of the lumbar

spine into extension which shows insufficient insertional stabilization at the level of

the pelvis-lumbar junction, involving the rectus abdominis and the iliopsoas in

particular

 Intra-abdominal pressure test (according to Kolář): when palpating the inguinal

region medially to the ASIS there is no increase in resistance under therapist’s

fingers, which provide us with the insight of marked weakness of the deep

stabilization system

3.3.15 Movement stereotypes (according to Janda)

 Shoulder abduction (both extremities): Non-optimal succession of muscle activation

bilaterally. Descending fibers of muscle trapezius are overworking on this particular

pattern assuming due to the continuous execution of faulty stereotype throughout

the years as well as due to probable weakness of the deltoids because of this

particular faulty pattern’s continuous execution.

 Trunk flexion: when assessing trunk flexion, patient was unable to successfully

raise the trunk while simultaneously maintaining the thorax in caudal position.

Marked weakness of the rectus abdominis is clinically observed. Patient is unable to

raise the inferior angles of the scapulae of the table
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3.3.16 Active-passive Rage of Motion (according to Janda)

Joints Left Right

SFTR Active Passive Active Passive

Glenohumeral joint: S=

F=

T=

R=

20-0-130

90-0-0

10-0-110

20-0-30

30-0-140

110-0-0

10-0-110

30-0-40

20-0-120

90-0-0

10-0-100

20-0-30

30-0-130

110-0-0

10-0-110

30-0-40

Elbow joint: S= 0-0-140 0-0-150 0-0-140 0-0-140

Radiocarpal-midcarpal

joint:

S=

F=

50-0-70

10-0-20

60-0-70

20-0-30

40-0-60

10-0-20

50-0-60

20-0-30

Hip joint: S=

F=

R=

10-0-110

20-0-30

40-0-20

20-0-130

20-0-30

50-0-30

10-0-110

2-0-0-30

40-0-20

10-0-120

20-0-40

50-0-30

Knee joint S= 0-0-110 0-0-140 0-0-110 0-0-130

Talocrural joint: S= 20-0-30 20-0-40 20-0-30 20-0-40

Table 28- initial joint AROM-PROM
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3.3.17 Barthel’s index

Activities Unable to

complete

task

Attempts

task but

can’t do it

Requires

moderate

assistance

Requires

minimal

assistance

independent

Personal

hygiene
3

Bathes

oneself
3

Toileting 4
Food 10
Stair

negotiation
2

Dressing 5
Bowel

control
10

Bladder

control
10

Walking 8
Transfer

wheelchair-

bed

8

Total 63

Table 29- initial assessment of ADL’s
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3.3.18 Conclusion of initial kinesiological examination:

As we can observe from the examinations done above, we can safely say that the

cognitive function of our patient is completely intact as well as no impairment of the

olfactory and optic nerves. Furthermore, no upper motor neuron (UMN) lesion noted

after examining the elicitation reflexes as well as the spasticity, which were negative.

By that we can assume no involvement of the cerebral cortex resulting from the

ischemia. Judging by our patient’s history of preexisting medical conditions, we can

safely assume the origin of the ischemia being essentially the arterial hypertension of

the cardiovascular system. Cranial nerves function are intact meaning no involvement of

the brain stem exists. Input in the lateral and ventral spinothalamic tracts is intact but the

DCML pathway is bilaterally affected, assuming independent of the ischemia and

probably due to combination of various reasons such as advanced age, lack of physical

activity and patient being retired, with the lower extremities being more severely

affected. Regarding the manifestations of the cerebellar lesion, tendon reflexes are

highly responsive to stimulus ipsilateral to the lesion. Cerebellar ataxia and all of its

components, are present and more specifically hypermetria, adiadochokinesia and

asynergy, which can clearly be seen during gait , in which patient is dependent on an

assistive device and modifications of standing in particular. During static, dynamic and

isolated movements, the significant involvement of the autochthonous musculature is

quite evident (spinocerebellum) as the patient is unable to maintain the assigned

positions, meaning he lacks sufficient postural control. Flaccidity, even though it’s a

result of cerebellar dysfunction isn’t present in this particular case, as we noted

generally physiological ROM. In addition to that, the deep stabilization system isn’t

engaged optimally. In other words, there is insufficient co-operation between the ventral

and dorsal musculature, non-optimal breathing pattern involving insufficient activation

of the transversus abdominis and excursion of the thoracic wall in sagittal and frontal

plane. This is accompanied by degenerative changes in the vertebral column, affecting

in the long run the relation between the functional ingredients of the spine, that is the

vertebra with the forming together the passive part and the active part, which consists of

the intervertebral disk and foramen, the articular surfaces, the ligamentum flavum and

the interspinal ligaments, which all together form a type 1 lever system. Articular

blockage is present and more evident in the upper vertebrae of the cervical spine, which
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represents the most sensitive and mobile part together with the 3rd 4th and 5th cervical

vertebrae, in relation to the rest of the spine’s vertebrae, featuring also bilaterally

transverse foramens for the passage of the vertebral artery.

3.4) Short-term physiotherapy plan

Main focus of this plan should be to influence the manifestations following the stroke.

Greatly aim for improvement of the axial organ’s stabilization by directly influencing

the sensory component of the central nervous system in order to re-educate the optimal

patterns stored and controlled by the cerebellum.

 Improve verticalization, transition from supine to side-lying and from sitting to

standing and supported on the assistive device and vise versa

 Maintain sufficient mobility of the musculoskeletal system

 Improve coordination and stabilization of the autochthonus musculature with the

abdominals

 Maintain or preferably improve the cardiorespiratory condition of the patient

 Increase sensory input in the Central Nervous System (proprioception)

 Stabilization of the peripheral parts (segmental and muscle chains)
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3.4) Long-term physiotherapy plan

In case of successful battle against stroke’s manifestations, we can also focus, apart

from influencing the stability and coordination, into correcting other pathologies of the

subject’s musculoskeletal system, that can be present independently of any structural

lesion of the brain, mainly due to today’s society apparent immobilization leading to

static overload of the musculoskeletal system which ultimately triggers protective

mechanism controlled by the nervous system.

 Retrain the optimal gait pattern

 Influence breathing mechanics and thus positively influencing faulty posture

 Improve the physical condition of the patient

 Achieve complete independency regarding (I)ADL’s

 Eliminate any pain in case of a present pathology

 Normalize function of the arthrokinematics (meaning the movement occuring in the

zygoapophyseal joints of the vertebral column-facet joints)
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3.6) Therapy progress

Day to day therapy 29/1

(Neurological department)

 Subjective status praesens: patient didn’t complain of any dizziness, vertigo or

tiredness and he mentioned the existence of diplopia ipsilateral to lesion 2 days ago

 Objective status praesens: patient is dependent on the nursing stuff for personal

hygiene, we also noted a slight impairment of the speech and small delay in

comprehension.

 Goal of today’s therapy unit:

 Maintain or improve optimal condition of cardiovascular system

 Improve independency by influencing stability-coordination as well as improve

superficial and deep sensation

 Prevent any loss of ROM, atrophy or muscle contractures

 Proposed therapy (for today’s therapy unit):

 Gait re-education

 Make use of the Frenkel’s exercises

 Use modifications in standing (always with support)

 Procedure (description of today’s therapy unit):

 Exercises in supine focusing on synchronization of the periphery and trunk:

Frenkel’s exercises (we instruct the patient to always maintain visual contact with

movement of the extremities and we always keep the head in a raised position for

this very reason)
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1st exercise: patient alternates between knee flexion on the left and then on the

right while maintaining the sole of the foot on the bed and it should be performed in a

slow manner. This exercise should be repeated 15-20 times per set for a total of 3 sets

(if patient masters the movement we can progress the difficulty by instructing him to

perform it with eyes closed)

2nd exercise: patient performs knee flexion and then slides the sole laterally and off

the bed by letting it drop, followed by hip flexion and by bringing the leg into the

starting position and it should be performed in a slow manner. This exercise should be

repeated 15-20 times per set for a total of 3 sets (if patient masters the movement we

can progress the difficulty by instructing him to perform it with eyes closed)

3rd exercise: we instruct the patient to abduct the leg till the end of the table and

bring it back for a total of 15 repetitions twice. (great attention to avoid movement of

the pelvis as we want to isolate motion in the hip)

 Train movements on the bed that facilitate transferring on it and influencing

coordination of the trunk and periphery.

1st exercise: patient performs bridges in supine (raising the spine of the bed with

support on the palmar surface of the feet and on the forearms) 6-8 repetitions for a total

of 3 sets and progressively we can include additional laterolateral motion of the pelvis

when already raised off the bed.

 Re-train optimal gait pattern with the help of a four-wheel walker (rolling walker)

for at least 5-7 minutes and great focus on managing patient’s walking on one line

and achieve better synchronization of the legs when turning. (we advice the patient

to maintain visual confirmation with the ground by focusing on the lines dividing

the squares on the floor.

 Self therapy recommendation: patient is advise during his free time to perform

exercise focusing on coordination that also influence the proprioception by

facilitating the mechanoreceptors in the joints: perform physiological movement e.x.

knee and hip flexion (slide the sole of the foot on the bed cranio-caudally) and

divide the range of movement in separate parts starting from 4 points and
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progressing to 6,8,10,12 etc. (when and if patient masters the exercise we can

increase the difficulty by removing the visual contact with the movement (patient

closes eyes)

 Objective result of today’s therapy unit: we noted sufficient cooperation from the

patient even though there is slight limitation regarding his intellectual capacity. We

also noted lack of synchronization of the lower extremities as well as deviation

towards the right side during gait training with the four-wheel walker.

 Subjective result of today’s therapy unit: Patient didn’t complain of any tiredness,

dizziness or vertigo as we gave enough rest between rest in order to avoid overload

on the cardiovascular system.

Day to day therapy 1/2

 Subjective status praesens: patient is well-rested, no complains of sleeping,eating

problems or vertigo

 Objective status praesens: slightly better execution of movements in the bed noted

as well as more clear speech compared to our 1st interaction but still not

independent regarding personal hygiene. Patient ability to turn from supine to side-

lying noted along with the ability to lift his body off the bed and go into sitting.

 Goal of today’s therapy unit:

 Improve gait pattern

 Improve stabilizing ability of the patient during locomotion

 Maintain or improve the cardiorespiratory fitness of the patien

 Maintain optimal ROM
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 Proposed therapy (for today’s therapy unit):

 Gait training for 7-10 minutes (always with support)

 Make use of the Frenkel’s exercises

 Use modifications in gait or standing (always with support)

 Use exercise that influence control of purposeful isolated movement

 Procedure (description of today’s therapy unit):

 Isolated exercises performed throughout the whole ROM in a slow, controlled,

fluent manner always with visual contact of the movement in supine (Frenkel’s

principle)

1st exercise: knee is extended and patient performs active movement in abduction

combined with external rotation till the edge of the bed followed by adduction

combined with internal rotation back towards the starting position of the exercise.

Should be repeated between 30-45 seconds for a total of 4 sets.

2nd exercise: patient is in supine with hips and knees bent. He initiates the movement

by flexing the knee to bring it into 90 degrees (also hips at 90) followed by slow

movement of the hip and knee towards extension until the leg makes full contact with

the bed. Then he starts flexing the hip and knee slowly to go back into starting position.

Exercise should be repeated for 2-3 sets with 10-12 repetition each.

 Walking for 10 minutes with four-wheel walker +stairs if possible (depends on the

patient)

 Make use of modifications in standing

1st exercise: patient is standing facing the wall and both hands are supported on it.

He is instructed to perform walk on the spot (static steps to promote stability and
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coordination of the lower extremities) without looking down. He should repeat this

pattern for approx. 30-45 seconds for 2-3 times.

2nd exercise: patient, with his hand supported on the wall again, is instructed to

perform basic movement of the hip. He starts by performing abduction alternating

between both legs followed by adduction in the initial position (work in frontal plane).

Using the pattern of the ground floor (which is structured in square blocks), he can

divide the movement according to the floors pattern either in 2 or 3 phases. Patient can

also work in sagittal plane in flexion and extension respectively. If patient masters the

movement we can increase exercise’s difficulty either by instructing him to perform the

movement with closed eyes or instruct him to work in diagonals.

 Self therapy recommendation: patient can throughout the day, go for a walk across

the department and even in different floors (locomotion being the most complex but

natural movement of the human body, we hope that further interaction with the

external environment can positively influence the CNS by increasing the amount of

input sent to the brain).

 Objective result of today’s therapy unit: patient was tired and and slightly light

headed after today’s therapy probably due to increased duration of walking even

though we let sufficient break between the exercises and the sets.

 Subjective result of today’s therapy unit: patient was highly cooperative throughout

the therapy and we made sure to give him positive feedback that can promote

treatment’s progress

Day to day therapy 2/2

 Subjective status praesens: patient is well rested, didn’t complain of any fatigue or

vertigo resulting from yesterday’s therapy session
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 Objective:status praesens: we noted significant improvement of patient’s

locomotion, meaning less dependency on the walker, bigger stride length and better

overall synchronization of the lower extremities

 Goal of today’s therapy unit:

 Facilitate coordination of trunk muscles (autochthonous musculature with the

abdominals

 Stimulate volitional control of the purposeful isolated movement

 Maintain cardiorespiratory fitness of the patient in optimal condition

 Maintain sufficient mobility of the musculoskeletal system

 Proposed therapy (for today’s therapy unit):

 Patient can attempt to use a device less assistive for example a walking cane

 Make use of modifications during walking (with support on a four-wheel walker)

 Make use of modifications in standin

 Usage of exercises that influence segmental coordination in a contralateral pattern

 Procedure (description of today’s therapy unit):

 5-7 minutes of walking with the cane +stair walk if patient isn’t tired (usually at the

end)

 Modifications of walking (always supported on a four-wheel walker)

1st exercise: during walking, patient can attempt to walk slowly using excessive hip

flexion (preferably as high as 90 degrees)to promote and facilitate stabilization of the

lumbo-pelvic region in the frontal plane as well as insertional stabilization.

2nd exercise: patient again during walking, can attempt to walk on a narrow line that

can easily be distinguished when looking at the pattern of the ground floor.

 Make use of modifications in standing
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1st exercise: patient is standing facing the wall and both hands are supported on it.

He is instructed to perform walk on the spot (static steps to promote stability and

coordination of the lower extremities) without looking down. He should repeat this

pattern for approx. 30-45 seconds for 2-3 times.

2nd exercise: patient, with his hand supported on the wall again, is instructed to

perform basic movement of the hip. He starts by performing abduction alternating

between both legs followed by adduction in the initial position (work in frontal plane).

Using the pattern of the ground floor (which is structured in square blocks), he can

divide the movement according to the floors pattern either in 2 or 3 phases. Patient can

also work in sagittal plane in flexion and extension respectively. If patient masters the

movement we can increase exercise’s difficulty either by instructing him to perform the

movement with closed eyes or instruct him to work in diagonals.

 Exercise in supine basic movements involving upper and lower extremities, always

performed in a slow manner and with visual contact.

1st exercise: patient combines wrist extension with ankle dorsiflexion of the

contralteral lower extremity, meaning he alternates between right upper extremity-left

lower extremity with left upper extremity-right lower extremity. He should perform this

exercise for 30-45 seconds for a total of 3 sets

2nd exercise: patient combines elbow flexion with hip and knee flexion of the

contralateral lower extremity. He should perform this exercise for 30-45 seconds for a

total of 3 sets

 Self therapy recommendation: patient can throughout the day, go for a walk across

the department and even in different floors

 Objective result of today’s therapy unit: we noted overall improvement in patient’s

gait pattern, meaning better overall coordination of the lower extemities as well as

less dependency on an assistive device.

 Subjective result of today’s therapy unit: patient maintains positive attitude and

cooperation throughout
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Day to day therapy 4/2

(rehabilitation department)

 Subjective status praesens: patient got the confirmation to be moved into the

rehabilitation, meaning overall better facilities and care

 Objective status praesens: patient transitioned from using a four-wheel walker to

using a crutch. Overall improvement in timely activation of the agonists-antagonists

resulting in a more fluent locomotion pattern

 Goal of today’s therapy unit:

 Increase proprioceptive input into the Central Nervous System (CNS)

 Re-educate optimal gait pattern

 Improve or positively influence the condition of the cardiovascular system

 Promote coordination of the periphery (mainly lower extremities)

 Stimulate volitional control of the purposeful isolated movement

 Proposed therapy (for today’s therapy unit):

 Make use of exercises that replicate the locomotion pattern

 Conditional training

 Stability training

 Exercises for coordination (division of isolated movement into individual phases)

 Procedure (description of today’s therapy unit):

 Exercises on the correction board (parallel bars)

1st exercise: patient while holding the parallel bars for support, he proceeds to make

active dynamic combined movement on the spot with one lower extremity while the
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other supports the movement. He initiates the movement with combined flexion

abduction and external rotation of the hip, which is followed by extension adduction and

internal rotation and then alternates with the other extremity. (this pattern replicates the

small movements that occur in the hip during locomotion).

2nd exercise: patient while holding the parallel bars for support, he proceeds to make

walk with excessive hip flexion across the whole correction board. He should perform

this movement back and forth approximately 15-20 times.

 Make use of medicine ball to improve cardiorespiratory fitness

1st exercise: patient in supine with hips and knees bent and supported on a medicine

ball. Patient proceeds to make further hip flexion until 90-100 degrees accompanied by

simultaneous shoulder flexion bilaterally. He should repeat it for 20 times for a total of

4 sets

2nd exercise: patient in supine with hips and knees bent holding a medicine ball with

both of his hands. He proceeds to bring the medicine ball overhead. He is instructed to

combine inhalation with shoulder flexion and exhalation with shoulder extension. He

should repeat it for 20 times for a total of 4 sets.

 Work on sensorimotor stimulation

1st exercise: patient is standing on an irregular surface and we throw a ball at him.

He has to maintain full contact with the surface all the time as well as use both hands

when catching the ball, which is thrown in all possible directions: forward up+down, to

the sides up+down (in this way we simultaneously facilitate proprioceptive input as well

as promote coordination of the postural muscles accompanied by co-movements in the

periphery, that replicate basic PNF patterns). this exercises should be repeated 3 times

lasting 45-60 seconds each.

2nd exercise: patient atempts to walk on a soft and narrow surface approximately 4

meters in length. He should perform the walk back and forth 15-20 times. Another

variation could be the side walking.
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 Influence quality of movement on the wall bar

1st exercise: patient, supported on the wall bar with both hands and his sole of the

foot on an irregular surface, attempts to left one hip into flexion, dividing the movement

in 4 phases, followed by movement towards extension again divided into 4 phases (if

patient masters the exercise we can increase the difficulty by dividing the movement

into even more phases as well as limit patient’s support on the wall bar.

2nd exercise: patient sits on a medicine ball facing the wall bar and his hands are

supported on it. He then tries to rise his body and perform basic movement of squat. As

soon as he achieves upright position, he then makes a slow, controlled eccentric

movement down to the ball. He should repeat it for 3 sets and 8 repetitions each.

 Self therapy recommendation: patient can train in the sitting bicycle for 20-30

minutes daily (preferably divided into 2 sessions)

 Objective result of today’s therapy unit: patient is more fatigued compared to the

previous sessions assuming due to increased difficulty and quantity of the exercises,

even though he didn’t report any problems in between the exercises, only at the end,

when he felt slightly dizzy and out of breath. (possible overload of the

cardiovascular system, longer break duration between sets could be implemented

 Subjective result of today’s therapy unit: patient proceeded throughout the whole

therapeutic session with sufficient cooperation

Day to day therapy 5/2

 Subjective status praesens: patient is well rested and highly motivated with positive

attitude towards therapy

 Objective status praesens: we noted significant improvement in patient’s overall
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 Goal of today’s therapy unit:

 Increase proprioceptive input into the central nervous system

 Re-educate optimal gait pattern

 Positively influence the condition of the cardiovascular system

 Promote coordination of the periphery (mainly lower extremities)

 Facilitate volitional control of the purposeful isolated movement

 Proposed therapy (for today’s therapy unit):

 Make use of exercises that replicate the locomotion pattern

 Conditional training

 Stability training

 Exercises for coordination (division of isolated movement into individual phases)

 Procedure (description of today’s therapy unit):

 Exercises on the correction board (parallel bars)

1st exercise: patient while holding the parallel bars for support, he proceeds to make

active dynamic combined movement on the spot with one lower extremity while the

other supports the movement. He initiates the movement with combined flexion

abduction and external rotation of the hip, which is followed by extension adduction and

internal rotation and then alternates with the other extremity. (this pattern replicates the

small movements that occur in the hip during locomotion).

2nd exercise: patient while holding the parallel bars for support, he proceeds to make

walk with excessive hip flexion across the whole correction board. He should perform

this movement back and forth approximately 15-20 times.

 Make use of medicine ball to improve cardiorespiratory fitness
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1st exercise: patient in supine with hips and knees bent and supported on a medicine

ball. Patient proceeds to make further hip flexion until 90-100 degrees accompanied by

simultaneous shoulder flexion bilaterally. He should repeat it for 20 times for a total of

4 sets

2nd exercise: patient in supine with hips and knees bent holding a medicine ball with

both of his hands. He proceeds to bring the medicine ball overhead. He is instructed to

combine inhalation with shoulder flexion and exhalation with shoulder extension. He

should repeat it for 20 times for a total of 4 sets.

 Work on sensorimotor stimulation

1st exercise: patient is standing on an irregular surface and we throw a ball at him.

He has to maintain full contact with the surface all the time as well as use both hands

when catching the ball, which is thrown in all possible directions: forward up+down, to

the sides up+down (in this way we simultaneously facilitate proprioceptive input as well

as promote coordination of the postural muscles accompanied by co-movements in the

periphery, that replicate basic PNF patterns). this exercises should be repeated 3 times

lasting 45-60 seconds each.

2nd exercise: patient atempts to walk on a soft and narrow surface approximately 4

meters in length. He should perform the walk back and forth 15-20 times. Another

variation could be the side walking.

 Influence quality of movement on the wall bar

1st exercise: patient, supported on the wall bar with both hands and his sole of the

foot on an irregular surface, attempts to left one hip into flexion, dividing the movement

in 4 phases, followed by movement towards extension again divided into 4 phases (if

patient masters the exercise we can increase the difficulty by dividing the movement

into even more phases as well as limit patient’s support on the wall bar.

2nd exercise: patient sits on a medicine ball facing the wall bar and his hands are

supported on it. He then tries to rise his body and perform basic movement of squat. As

soon as he achieves upright position, he then makes a slow, controlled eccentric

movement down to the ball. He should repeat it for 3 sets and 8 repetitions each.
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 Self therapy recommendation: patient can train in the sitting bicycle for 20-30

minutes daily (preferably divided into 2 sessions)

 Objective result of today’s therapy unit: we noted significant improvement in

patient’s overall understanding and execution of the assigned exercises

 Subjective result of today’s therapy unit: patient didn’t complain of any fatigue or

vertigo throughout the session

Day to day therapy 8/2

 Subjective status praesens: patient was well rested during the weekend although he

didn’t receive sufficient therapy, but nevertheless he worked with the occupational

therapist

 Objective status praesens: patient can walk comfortably with a crutch and has a

better control over his body, locomotion and stability improvement noted, co-

movement of the arms during gait is present

 Goal of today’s therapy unit:

 Improve condition of the cardiovascular system

 Positively influence postural control

 Increase proprioceptive information

 Indirectly influence mobility of the thoracic wall (ribs)

 Proposed therapy (for today’s therapy unit):

 Stair walking without assistance (supported only by the physiotherapist if needed)
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 Conditional training

 Make use of DNS positions

 Train stability on the wall bar

 Procedure (description of today’s therapy unit):

 Stair walking with the assistance of the physiotherapist (5 minutes up+down)

 Conditional training in supine

1st exercise: patient while in supine and his legs supported on a medicine ball, he

proceeds to perform hip flexion simultaneously with shoulder flexion using inhalation,

followed by hip and shoulder extension combined with exhalation (repeated 20 times

for 3 sets)

2nd exercise: patient’s hips and knees are bent so the sole of the foot is in contact

with the therapeutic table. While holding the medicine ball with his hand, he uses the

ball to drive his trunk into rotations left and right while maintaining the lumbosacral

region stable. (repeated 20 times for 3 sets)

 DNS training using 3-months old position in supine

1st exercise: patient is supine with his hips and knees bent at 90 supported on a chair.

He proceeds to make slight hip flexion 10-20 degrees with inhalation and holding the

position for 5 seconds. He then slowly relaxes his back onto the ball with exhalation. He

should repeat the pattern for 10-15 times for 2 sets.

2nd exercise: patient in supine with his hips and knees bent at 90 supported on a

chair. He then uses his hand as a driving force to slightly rotate his hand in order to

make contact with the contralateral knee that is also driven into further flexion.

 Promote overal postural stability+coordination
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1st exercise: patient sitting on a medicine ball and we are in front of him with our

hands open to the side creating a big open circle. Patient is instructed to perform side-to-

side movements and try to make contact with our hand using his index finger.

2nd exercise: patient is standing on an irregular surface and we throw a ball at him.

He has to maintain full contact with the surface all the time as well as use both hands

when catching the ball, which is thrown in all possible directions: forward up+down, to

the sides up+down (in this way we simultaneously facilitate proprioceptive input as well

as promote coordination of the postural muscles accompanied by co-movements in the

periphery, that replicate basic PNF patterns). this exercises should be repeated 3 times

lasting 45-60 seconds each.

 Self therapy recommendation: patient can train in the sitting bicycle for 20-30

minutes daily (preferably divided into 2 sessions)

 Objective result of today’s therapy unit: patient had assuming due to the fact that

he didn’t receive therapy of the same intensity/duration during the weekend.

 Subjective result of today’s therapy unit: patient felt tired, fatigued and slightly

dizzy towards the end of the therapy even though we kept a sufficient amount of

break in between the exercises and sets

Day to day therapy 9/2

 Subjective status praesens: patient is feeling comfortable and in a good physical

condition following yesterday’s therapy

 Objective status praesens: patient overall posture and locomotion is improved, even

though stride length and equal body weight distribution isn’t optimal yet

 Goal of today’s therapy unit:
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 Improve postural control

 Increase proprioceptive input

 Improve condition of the cardiovascular system

 Achieve equal division of the body weight into both extremities

 Proposed therapy (for today’s therapy unit):

 Make use of gait modification on the correction board

 Conditional training

 Train on unstable surfaces and optionally without visual engagement

 Exercises focusing on weight shifting towards affected side

 Procedure (description of today’s therapy unit):

 Gait modifications on correction board

1st exercise: patient walk backwards while holding the bars for support (for

progressive difficulty he can do it without support). should repeat it 10 times back and

forth.

2nd exercise: patient performs lateral walk and with the leg that isn’t infront, should

overlap the leg that drives forward once passing it from the front and then from the back,

like a zig zag movement. Should repeat it 10-12 times back and forth.

 Conditional training

1st exercise: patient’s hips and knees are bent so the sole of the foot is in contact

with the therapeutic table. While holding the medicine ball with his hand, he uses the

ball to drive his trunk into rotations left and right while maintaining the lumbosacral

region stable. (repeated 20 times for 3 sets)

2nd exercise: patient performs bridges by elevating the spine and pelvis while supported

only on one extremity by having the other leg extended at all time. He should perform it

for 4 sets of 10 times each
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 Stability training

1st exercise: patient is standing on the trampoline and proceeds to make small static

steps. Progressive difficulty can be implemented at the current condition of patient and

we can ask him to do it with eyes closed. He can do this for 30-45 seconds for 2 times

2nd exercise: patient is standing on a soft surface with narrow base of support. We

instruct him to try and maintain this static position against the influence of external

forces. We are using our hands to push him into the 3 different planes of movements,

either from the shoulder, thorax or pelvis.

 Weight shifting training

1st exercise: patient while sitting on the bed with legs hanging of the table not

touching the ground and his arms are abducted, he proceeds to shift his weight side-to-

side across the frontal plane in both sides. He uses his hand to create a bigger lever in

order to make the exercise more difficult. He should repeat it for 20-30 times for 2 sets.

2nd exercise: patient is sitting on a medicine ball and proceeds to shift his weight in

all 3 possible planes of movement: left+right, front+back and into rotation. Each one of

the 3 sets should last up to 1 minute

 Self therapy recommendation: patient can train in the sitting bicycle for 20-30

minutes daily (preferably divided into 2 sessions)

 Objective result of today’s therapy unit: patient successfully completed the therapy

without any setbacks

 Subjective result of today’s therapy unit: patient didn’t report any uncomfortable

feeling or pain following gentle mobilization of the lumbar spine. He also

completed the therapy session with a positive attitude
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Day to day therapy 10/2

 Subjective status praesens: patient is quite satisfied with his progress, as he received

the green light for discharge from the hospital

 Objective status praesens: patient’s good psychological state is quite obvious on his

overall posture, locomotion and the general quality of movement

 Goal of today’s therapy unit:

 Optimize postural control during locomotion

 Achieve equal division of the body weight into both extremities

 Influence arthrokinetics of the lumbar spine and mobility of the thoracic wall

 Improve condition of cardiovascular system

 Proposed therapy (for today’s therapy unit):

 Make use of modifications of walking

 Exercises focusing on weight shifting towards affected side

 Passive physiological movements of the lumbar spine into sagittal plane

 Conditional training

 Procedure (description of today’s therapy unit):

 Gait modifications

1st exercise: patient walk backwards while holding the bars for support (for

progressive difficulty he can do it without support). should repeat it 10 times back and

forth.

2nd exercise: patient performs lateral walk and with the leg that isn’t infront, should

overlap the leg that drives forward once passing it from the front and then from the back,

like a zig zag movement. Should repeat it 10-12 times back and forth.
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 Make use of Mojžíšová technique for sternocostal joints in supine

 Passive movement of the lumbar spine: patient is side-lying on the table with hips

and knees bent at 90. We use our thighs to drive the knees into further flexion to

promote flexion in the lumbar spine and vise versa for extension while using the

thumb of our hand to create a fulcrum into individual intervertebral spaces

 Conditional training

1st exercise: patient is in supine with hips and knees bent and supported on medicine

ball. He proceeds to make hip flexion accompanied by simultaneous shoulder extension

towards the knees and inhalation. This pattern is followed by hip extension, shoulder

flexion and exhalation. He should repeat it 2o times for 3 sets.

2nd exercise: patient performs bridges using only one leg (the other one in in hip

flexion and knee extension) by raising his pelvis and spine off the bed supported on his

elbows, scapulae and sole of the feet. 3 sets 15 repetitions each

 Self therapy recommendation: patient can train in the sitting bicycle for 20-30

minutes daily (preferably divided into 2 sessions)

 Objective result of today’s therapy unit: patient was evidently happy throughout the

therapy and completed it in the best possible psychological state

 Subjective result of today’s therapy unit: patient’s good mood was obvious during

the therapy as his performance was improved compared to yesterday’s

physiotherapeutic session
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Day to day therapy 11/2

 Subjective status praesens: patient isn’t well rested today cause he didn’t get a full

sleeping cycle during the night

 Objective status praesens: even without optimal rest, patient’s quality of movement

is evidently improved

 Goal of today’s therapy unit:

 Influence overall postural stability (prevention of falling)

 Indirectly influence thoracic wall mobility (ribs)

 Influence arthrokinetics of the lumbar spine

 Improve condition of the cardiovascular system (prevent further involvement of the

cardiovascular system in brain dysfunction)

 Proposed therapy (for today’s therapy unit):

 Make use of gait modifications

 Mojžíšová technique for ribs

 Passive physiological movements in sagittal plane for lumbar spine

 Stability training

 Procedure (description of today’s therapy unit):

 Gait modifications

1st exercise: patient walk backwards while holding the bars for support (for

progressive difficulty he can do it without support). should repeat it 10 times back and

forth.
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2nd exercise: patient performs lateral walk and with the leg that isn’t infront, should

overlap the leg that drives forward once passing it from the front and then from the back,

like a zig zag movement. Should repeat it 10-12 times back and forth.

 Make use of Mojžíšová technique for sternocostal joints

 Passive movement for the lumbar spine: patient is side-lying on the table with hips

and knees bent at 90. We use our thighs to drive the knees into further flexion to

promote flexion in the lumbar spine and vise versa for extension while using the

thumb of our hand to create a fulcrum into individual intervertebral spaces

 Stability training:

1st exercise: patient is standing on a soft surface facing the wall bar. He proceeds to

make movements of the hip that are divided into separate phases across the frontal and

sagittal plane, preferably up to 6 phases not more. He should repeat the movement 12-

15 times for 2 sets.

2nd exercise: patient is standing on an irregular surface and we throw a ball at him.

He has to maintain full contact with the surface all the time as well as use both hands

when catching the ball, which is thrown in all possible directions: forward up+down, to

the sides up+down. 3 sets and 30-45 seconds of duration each.

 Self therapy recommendation: patient can train in the sitting bicycle for 20-30

minutes daily (preferably divided into 2 sessions)

 Objective result of today’s therapy unit: patient’s quality of performance fell during

half of the session. Shortness of breath and tiredness noted

 Subjective result of today’s therapy unit: patient felt fatigued and reported dizziness

in the middle of the therapy session and can be attributed to a combination of

increased intensity and insufficient rest
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3.7) Final kinesiological examination

3.7.1 Level of consciousness-intellect

Asking the patient various question regarding orientation and alertness in space, time

and him/herself

Questions asked Results

Who are you? Patient gave correct information

Where are you right now? Patient gave correct information

What’s the date today? Patient gave correct information

Why are you here? Patient gave correct information

Table 30- final examination of consciousness
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3.7.2 Assessment of cranial nerves

Cranial nerves Result

Olfactory nerve Patient sense of smell remains intact

Optic nerve Normal accommodation of the pupils into the light

Occulomotor nerve Even though diplopia was reported during the first 2 days of

hospitalization, eye movements in all directions are optimal

and no nystagmus nor diplopia reported

Trochlear nerve Optimal movement of the eyes bilaterally

Trigeminal nerve Sensory fibers innervating the 3 different divisions on the

phase remain intact, strength of the masticatory muscles is

optimal, patient is able to eat properly

Abducens nerve Lateral movements are executed optimally

Facial nerve Facial nerve is preserved

Vestibulocochlear

nerve

Romberg’s tests I-II are negative but the III test of romberg’s is

positive, patient immediately loses balance and has tendency to

fall on the opposite side as the lesion of the cerebellar

hemisphere (right side). Hautant’s sign is negative, patient’s

positional sense is preserved and thus we can assume that the

archicerebellum (floculonodular lobe), which is the oldest part

of the cerebellum, isn’t affected

Glossopharyngeal

nerve

Patient is able to swallow and speak out letters of the alphabet,

although signs of cerebellar dysarthria was noted as the patient

had slurred speech.

Vagus nerve same as glossopharyngeal

Accessory nerve Muscle strength of upper trapezius and SCM is preserved

Hypoglosseal nerve Patient is able to protrude the tongue and move it side-to-side,

although there is delay and slight asynchronicity of the

movement which can be interpreted as a sign of

dysdiadochokinesia (on of the manifestations of the cerebellar

lesions)
Table 31- final assessment of cranial nerves
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3.7.3 Elicitation of pathological reflexes (flexion+extension spastic

process)

Reflexes Results

Juster sign Negative result, no adduction-opposition of the thumb

Hoffmann’s sign Negative result, no thumb flexion-opposition observed

Table 32- final elicitation of pathological reflexes (upper extremities)

Reflexes Results

Babinski sign Negative result, no extension of the big toe at the level of MTP

joint observed

Oppenheim’s sign Negative result, no extension of the big toe at the level of MTP

joint observed

Table 33- final elicitation of pathological reflexes (lower extremities)

Reflexes Results

Rossolimo’s reflex Negative result, no flexion of the big toe observed

Mendel-Bechterew Negative result, no flexion of the big toe observed

Table 34- final elicitation of pathological reflexes (lower extremities)
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3.7.4 Testing of spasticity

Note: tested by one hand supporting the joint proximally and using the other hand the

joint is brought quickly in a position opposite of the contraction of the muscle to be

examined.

Muscles for testing Left Right

Biceps brachii No spasticity No spasticity

Triceps brachii No spasticity No spasticity

Wrist flexors No spasticity No spasticity

Wrist extensors No spasticity No spasticity

Quadriceps No spasticity No spasticity

Hamstrings No spasticity No spasticity

Triceps surae No spasticity No spasticity

Tibialis anterior No spasticity No spasticity

Table 35- final examination of spastictiy

3.7.5 Deep tendon reflexes (+ abdominal reflexes)

For the grading of the deep tendon reflexes we used the DTR scale.

Reflexes Left Right

Biceps brachii (C5-C6) 2+ 2+

Brachioradial (C6) 2+ 1+

Triceps brachii (C7) 2+ 2+
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Wrist flexors (C8) 2+ 2+

Patellar (L3-L4) 3+ 2+

Achilles (L5-S2) 2+ 1+

Adductors (L3-L4) 1+ 1+

Peroneal-femoral

posterior (L5-S2)

1+ 1+

Tibial-femoral

posterior (L4-S2)

1+ 1+

Epigastric (T7-T8) 3+ 1+

Mesogastric (T9-T10) 3+ 1+

Hypoastric (T11-T12) 3+ 1+

Table 36- final examination of DTR

3.7.6 Assessment of light touch (+temperature) =superficial sensation

We instruct the patient to close the eyes and using both our hand we check

simultaneously both sides across all the dermatomes in upper extremities (C5-T1) and

lower extremities (L3-S2). We ask the patient if the feeling was the same bilaterally or

not. For the temperature we can ask the patient if s(he) feels our hands cold or warm.

Upper extremities Left Right

C5 Normal sensation Normal sensation

C6 Normal sensation Normal sensation

C7 Normal sensation Normal sensation

C8 Normal sensation Normal sensation

T1 Normal sensation Normal sensation

Table 37- final examination of dermatomes (upper extremities)
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Lower Extremities Left Right

L2 Normal sensation Normal sensation

L3 Normal sensation Normal sensation

L4 Normal sensation Normal sensation

L5 Normal sensation Normal sensation

S1 Normal sensation Normal sensation

S2 Normal sensation Normal sensation

Table 38- final examination of dermatomes (lower extremities)

3.7.7 Assessment of proprioception (deep touch)

Test Results

Joint position sense Patient is able to copy the movement which was

passively executed by the physiotherapist bilaterally

although with a no delay whatsoever regarding both

upper and lower extremities

Kinesthesia Patient has a slight delay when asked to describe when

the movement starts and when it finishes, but it may just

be the limited intellectual capacity of the patient to be at

fault again as in the initial examination (lack of

understanding regarding the given task). lower

extremities kinesthesia has been improved.

Graphesthesia Patient has difficulty understanding drawn numbers or

letters on the hands

Stereognosis patient isn’t able to identify the given objects

Table 39- final examination of proprioception
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3.7.8 Tests implemented in case of cerebrovascular accidents

(endurance tests)

Tests Results

Mingazzini test negative, patient is able to hold the position

Dufour test negative result, patient maintains the radiulnar joint

into supination

Table 40- final examination of positional tests (upper extremities)

Tests Results

Mingazzini test negative result, patient is able to hold the position

Barre sign negative result, patient is able to hold the position

Table 41- final examination of positional tests (lower extremities)
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3.7.9 Examination of basic manifestations following cerebellar lesion

(ataxia)

Tests Results

Hypermetria Patient was able to perform the task in both sides

even with his eyes closed, no overshooting noted or

any non-fluent execution

Adiadochokinesia Patient’s ability to synchronize and repeat certain

movements has been improved, even though it’s not

ideal

Asynergy While standing, when we promote subject’s loss of

balance, patient bents the knee in order to prevent

falling, test is negative

The supine-to-sit test is negative as the patient

doesn’t raise the leg ipsilaterally to the lesion

Flaccidity(cerebellar

hypotonia)

With cerebellar hypotonia we expect higher ROM in

the joints and we found this exact thing for the hip

joint. When we performed the above described test

for flaccidity in the elbow, the result was negative,

patient can’t relax throughout the general assessment

Table 42- final examination of ataxia
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3.7.10 Postural examination (+specific test&modifications of standing)

Base of support-width Normal width, angle between both medial

aspects of the foot >30

Position of ankles-toes Pressed fingers, neutral position of

talocrural joint

Muscle contour-triceps surae-tibialis ant. Physiological muscle mass bilaterally

Position of the knee-patella Patella is Parallel to femorotibial axis,

knee is varus bilaterally

Muscle contour-quadriceps Hypotrophy of the left quads,

physiological mass on the right

Muscle contour-abdominals convex arching of the lateral and anterior

abdominals,weakness/insufficient function

Shape-position of thorax No deformities, physiological shape

Position of GH joint-shoulder girdle According to thumb’s position, GH is

internally rotated and shoulder girdle

placed in elevation on the right side

Position of the head Head is in neutral position

Table 43- final Postural Examination anterior view

Base of support-width Normal width, angle between both medial

aspects of the foot >30

Position of the ankle Physiological position of the ankle

Shape of achilles tendon Physiological shape of achilles

Muscle contour-triceps surae Physiological muscle mass bilaterally

Position of popliteal line Placed higher on the right side

Position of the knee joint Knees are varus bilaterally

Muscle contour-hamstrings-gluteus max. Bilateral symmetrical contour of the

hamstrings, bilateral hypotonic gluteus
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maximus

Position of pelvis Iliac crest seems higher on the right side

on observation

Contour of paravertebral musculature Hyperactivity of L spine with a maximum

at the apex of the lordotic curve (L3) by

assumption, hypoactivity of the thoracic

musulature with the maximum at the apex

of the kyphotic curve (assuming)

Position of scapulae Abducted, externally rotated bilaterally

and elevated on the right side

Position of the head Head is positioned physiologically along

the longitudinal and sagittal axis of the

spine

Shape of lateral abdominals Convex arching, insufficiency of

transversus abdominis

Table 44- final Postural Examination posterior view

Left Right

Position of TC joint Positioned into slight

dorsiflexion aprox 5

degrees more or less

Positioned into slight

dorsiflexion aprox 5

degrees more or less

Position of knee joint Knee is fully extended Knee is fully extended

Position of hip joint Hip joint is positioned into

flexion if we if we assume

just by observation of the

Hip joint is positioned into

flexion if we if we assume

just by observation of the
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pelvic tilt angle (PT) pelvic tilt angle (PT)

Position of the pelvis Anteversion of the pelvis Anteversion of the pelvis

Position of L spine Hyperlordosis of the

lumbar spine with the apex

at the level of the L3

Hyperlordosis of the

lumbar spine with the apex

at the level of the L3

Shape of abdominal area Convex arching of the

anterior abdomen

Convex arching of the

anterior abdomen

Position of Th spine-thorax Middle thoracic spine is in

extension and upper

thoracic is in

flexion,thoracic wall is in

inspiratory position

Middle thoracic spine is in

extension and upper

thoracic is in

flexion,thoracic wall is in

inspiratory position

Position of GH joint Positioned of the humeral

head in relation to the

glenoid cavity is not

optimal, head of humerus is

displaced anteriorly

Positioned of the humeral

head in relation to the

glenoid cavity is not

optimal, head of humerus is

displaced anteriorly

Position of C spine Lower cervical is in flexion

and upper cervical in

extension

Lower cervical is in flexion

and upper cervical in

extension (C1-C2 is in

extension, C3-C6 in

flexion)

Position of the head Head is positioned into

reclination

Head is positioned into

reclination ( occipital

condyles are in extension,

C1-C2 is in extension, C3-

C6 in flexion

Table 45- final Postural Examination side view (left+right)
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Structures Left Right

ASIS Lower Higher

PSIS Lower Higher

Iliac Crest Lower Higher

Table 46- final pelvis palpation

Tests Results

Standing on tip toes patient is able to stand on tip-toes for 10

seconds

Standing on heels patient is able to stand on tip-toes,

although he loses balance after 3-4

seconds

Single leg stance patient is able to support his weight on the

affected side (left), even though is still

more evidently affected compared to the

healthy side (when the left is the

supporting extremity, patient is slightly

deviating mostly in every direction as an

attempt to correct his position)

Table 47- final Modification of Standing
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Tests performed Result

Vele test Grade 2-slightly impaired stability

2-scales test Pathological asymmetrical loading of

more than 15% on the right leg even

though the difference is less compared to

the initial examination

Romberg’s test I Negative

Romberg’s test II Negative

Romberg’s test II Negative

Table 48- final Specific Testing

3.7.11 Gait analysis (+modifications)

Result of assessment: First and foremost, patient has achieved independence regarding

locomotion. Overall postural stability has been improved, meaning sufficient

stabilization of the axial organ during ambulation accompanied by slight co-movement

of the upper extremities. Stride length is still short, there is little or no synkinetic

rotation of the trunk but nevertheless rhythmical and fluent movement of the lower

extremities is noticeable.

Assessment tests Results

walk in narrow basis Patient is able to walk in a narrow basis without support

even though he is slightly unstable during the walk

walk backwards Patient is able to walk backwards even though again he

slightly deviates from side-to-side

walk on a soft surface Patient is able to maintain stable locomotion when walking

on a soft surface

Table 49- final Examination of Gait Modifications
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3.7.12 Breathing assessment

 Supine: We observed again dominance of the abdominal region even though we

also noted slight excursion of the lower ribs to the sides. Middle and upper thoracic

wall remain hypokinetic.

 Sitting: Change of breathing pattern noted. Costal breathing is evident with middle

and upper thorax moving cranially. Movement of the abdominal cavity is also

present

 Standing: Patient’s abdomen dominate the breathing pattern as we observe great

excursion of the abdominal wall in sagittal and frontal plane, while the thoracic

wall presents limited excursion across the same planes.

3.7.13 Examination of joint mobility

Thoracic

spine

Flexion Extension Side-bending Rotation

Left Right Left Right

Th1-th2 Moderate

restriction

Moderate

restriction

Restricted Restricted Restricted Restricted

Th2-th3 Moderate

restriction

Moderate

restriction

Restricted Restricted Restricted Restricted

Th3-th4 Moderate

restriction

Moderate

restriction

Restricted Restricted Restricted Restricted

Th4-th5 Marked

restriction

Marked

restriction

Restricted Restricted Restricted Restricted

Th5-th6 Marked

restriction

Marked

restriction

Restricted Restricted Restricted Restricted

Th6-th7 Marked

restriction

Marked

restriction

Restricted Restricted Restricted Restricted

Th7-th8 Marked

restriction

Marked

restriction

Restricted Restricted Restricted Restricted

Table 50- final Thoracic Spine joint play
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Individual segments Left Right

1st rib physiological springing physiological springing

2nd rib Restricted mobility Restricted mobility

3rd rib Restricted mobility Restricted mobility

4th rib Restricted mobility Restricted mobility

5th rib Restricted mobility Restricted mobility

Table 51- final Rib joint play

Individual segments Anteflexion Retroflexion

L1-L2 Slight restriction Slight restriction

L2-L3 Marked restriction Slight restriction

L3-L4 Marked restriction Marked restriction

L4-L5 Slight restriction Marked restriction

L5-S1 Slight restriction Slight restriction

Table 52- final Lumbar Spine joint play

Anteflexion Retroflexion Side-bending Rotation

Left Right Left Right

AO

joint(

C0-

C1)

Restricted

mobility

Restricted

mobility

Restricted

mobility

Restricted

mobility

Restricted

mobility

Restricted

mobility

Table 53- final Atlanto-occipital joint’s mobility
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Movements Side-bending Rotation

Side Left Right Left Right

AA joint(C1-C2) Restricted Restricted Restricted Restricted

Table 54- final Atlanto-axial joint mobility

Movements Side-bending Rotation

Sides Left Right Left Right

C2-C3 Restricted Restricted Restricted Restricted

C3-C4 restricted restricted restricted restricted

C4-C5 restricted restricted restricted restricted

C5-C6 restricted restricted restricted restricted

Table 55- final C2-C5 joint play

Movements Side-bending rotation

Sides Left Right Left Right

C6-C7 restricted restricted restricted restricted

C7-Th1 restricted restricted restricted restricted

Table 56- final Cervicothoracic junction mobility
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3.7.14 Deep stabilization system

 Diaphragm test (according to Kolář): While assessing diaphragm activation, we

noted slight increase in resistance under our hands.

 Local stability of lumbar spine (according to Australian school approach): when

patient attempts to lift one leg up, there is an immediate movement of the lumbar

spine into extension which shows insufficient insertional stabilization at the level of

the pelvis-lumbar junction, involving the rectus abdominis and the iliopsoas in

particular.

 Intra-abdominal pressure test (according to Kolář): Slight resistance under our

hands was noted in the inguinal region.

3.7.15 Movement stereotypes

 Shoulder abduction (both extremities): non-optimal succession of muscle activation.

Descending fibers of muscle trapezius are overworking on this particular pattern

assuming due to the continuous execution of faulty stereotype throughout the years

as well as due to probable weakness of the deltoids because of this particular faulty

pattern’s continuous execution.

 Trunk flexion: Non-optimal execution of the movement. Patient is able to perform

the pattern but due to weakness of the rectus abdominis, he compensates it with the

assistance of the iliopsoas (thorax in inspiratory position)
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3.7.16 Active-passive Range of Motion (according to Janda)

Joints Left Right

SFTR Active Passive Active Passive

Glenohumeral joint: S=

F=

T=

R=

20-0-130

90-0-0

10-0-110

20-0-30

30-0-140

110-0-0

10-0-110

30-0-40

20-0-120

90-0-0

10-0-100

20-0-30

30-0-130

110-0-0

10-0-110

30-0-40

Elbow joint: S= 0-0-140 0-0-150 0-0-140 0-0-140

Radiocarpal-midcarpal

joint:

S=

F=

50-0-70

10-0-20

60-0-70

20-0-30

40-0-60

10-0-20

50-0-60

20-0-30

Hip joint: S=

F=

R=

10-0-110

20-0-30

40-0-20

20-0-130

20-0-30

50-0-30

10-0-110

2-0-0-30

40-0-20

10-0-120

20-0-40

50-0-30

Knee joint S= 0-0-110 0-0-140 0-0-110 0-0-130

Talocrural joint: S= 20-0-30 20-0-40 20-0-30 20-0-40

Table 57- final joint ROM
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3.7.17 Barthel’s index

Activities Unable to

complete

task

Attempts

task but

can’t do it

Requires

moderate

assistance

Requires

minimal

assistance

independent

Personal

hygiene
5

Bathes

oneself
5

Toileting

Food 10
Stair

negotiation
10

Dressing 10
Bowel

control
10

Bladder

control
10

Walking 15
Transfer

wheelchair-

bed

10

Total 100

Table 58- final assessment of ADL’s
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3.7.18 Final kinesiological examination conclusion

To conclude, patient has seen a huge improvement regarding motor control and thus the

completely disappear of ataxia signs from the locomotion and the isolated movement’s

point of view. Patient is independent regarding activities of daily living. Static and

Dynamic postural stability have been highly influenced following our therapeutic plan

consisting, in its vast majority, of treatment with movement (kinesiotherapy) that

contains conditional training, stability, coordination and gait re-education. Areas that

lacked progress are the arthrokinematics of the facet joints, which we failed to influence

as well as the sufficient activation of the deep stabilization system and thus the

physiological stereotype of the breathing pattern.

3.8) Evaluation of the effect of the therapy

When strictly focused on correcting the manifestations of the stroke and influencing the

origin of this particular injury, as we did, the overall rehabilitation has been pleasingly

successful. The objective of the paper was to correct the deficits caused by cerebellar

function. Cerebellar ataxia is completely diminished from patient’s overall locomotion,

even during execution of isolated movements, gait pattern is greatly improved, that is

the coordination of the lower extremities and their synchronization with the axial organ

and more simply put, patient achieved complete independence during walking and with

regards to the ADL’s. In barthel’s index, our patient achieved a total score of 63, putting

him in the category of “slightly independent”, but following rehabilitation, he scored

maximum number of point, which is 100 and thus putting him in the category of

‘independent”.

In the table 59, it’s evident that our choice of combination of high frequency and

moderate intensity in our program, which contained exercises focusing on influencing

dynamic posture, static posture, overall synchronization of the periphery with the axial

organ and last but not least the control of isolated purposeful movement, had a huge

impact on our patient’s condition. Patient’s cooperation, even though sufficient and
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satisfying when taking into account his age, required a continuous positive feedback and

quiet frequent need of correcting his technique when executing the exercises, attributed

to general inability of our patient to perform the assigned task as well as his delay in

comprehension.

Tests Pre-rehabilitation result Post-rehabilitation result

Hypermetria patient was able to perform the

task with the eyes open but

with closed eyes we noted

slight overshooting of the

target both in upper and lower

extremities ipsilateral to the

lesion

patient was able to perform the

task in both sides even with his

eyes closed, no overshooting

noted or any non-fluent execution

Adiadochokinesia patient is unable to

synchronize continuously

repetitive movements, loses

the rhythm after few

repetitions

Patient’s ability to synchronize

and repeat certain movements has

been improved, even though it’s

not ideal, meaning that he still

can’t maintain the synchronicity

for a prolonged period of time

Asynergy while standing, when we

promote subject’s loss of

balance, he doesn’t bend the

knee to prevent the fall

The supine-to-sit test is

negative as the patient doesn’t

raise the leg ipsilaterally to the

lesion

while standing, when we promote

subject’s loss of balance, patient

bents the knee in order to prevent

falling, test is negative

The supine-to-sit test is negative

as the patient doesn’t raise the leg

ipsilaterally to the lesion

Flaccidity With cerebellar hypotonia we

expect higher ROM in the

joints and we found this exact

With cerebellar hypotonia we

expect higher ROM in the joints

and we found this exact thing for
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thing for the hip joint. the

result was negative and even

though bilateral hypotonia of

certain joints is present, patient

can’t relax throughout the

general assessment

the hip joint. the result was

negative, patient can’t relax

throughout the general

assessment

Table 59- initial/ final results assessment of ataxia

The 3rd most important aspect of this rehabilitative plan, was to influence the Dorsal-

column Medial lemniscus pathway, which carries information regarding deep touch

from the skin, vibration and proprioceptive information about joint position. By

influencing proprioception, we improve overall postural stability (static+dynamic) and

we prevent any possible falling that’s usually attributed to old age (traumatic injuries

that can also cause CNS dysfunction).

As evident from the tables 60 & 61, static postural stability in modified and specific

positions particularly, has been highly influenced in a positive way and can be safely

attributed to our sensory-motor stimulation training, targeting the proprioceptors as well

as from the stability training, targeting co-operation of the periphery with the axial

organ.

Tests Pre-rehabilitation results Post-rehabilitation results

Standing on tip toes Patient is unable to stand on tip-

toes although for a long period of

time, loses balance after 2

seconds

Patient is able to stand on

tip-toes for 10 seconds

Standing on heels Patient is unable to stand on heels

and immediately loses balance

Patient is able to stand on

heels, although he loses

balance after 3-4 seconds

Single leg stance Paitent is unable to support his

weight on the affected side (left),

Patient is able to support

his weight on the affected
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but he is able to hold the position

on the unaffected for a couple of

seconds

side (left), even though is

still more evidently

affected compared to the

healthy side (when the left

is the supporting extremity,

patient is slightly deviating

mostly in every direction as

an attempt to correct his

position)

Table 60- initial/ final results of Standing Modifications

Tests Pre-rehabilitation result Post-rehabilitation result

Vele test Moderate impaired stability (grade

3) was observed

Grade 2-slightly impaired

stability

2-scales test Asymmetrical distribution of the

weight with the right side bearing

15kg more compared to the left side,

which is more than 15% difference

of the total bodyweight and is

considered pathological and can be

safely attributed as a manifestation

of the stroke

Pathological asymmetrical

loading of more than 15%

on the right leg even

though the difference is

less compared to the initial

examination

Romberg’s test I Negative Negative

Romberg’s test II Positive, slight trunk deviation side-

to-side

Negative

Romberg’s test III Positive, patient immediately loses

balance when attempts to close the

eyes

Negative

Table 61- initial/ final results of specific testing
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Dynamic postural stability, significantly affected in case of cerebellar lesion with

involvement of the spinocerebellum, has seen a satisfying progress when looking at the

table 62, following our assigned therapeutic plan. Even though the asymmetrical

distribution of the bodyweight is still present, patient’s ability to not only walk properly,

but walk in modified positions, is almost close to the norms. This particular part of the

treatment is, not only from our patient’s perspective, but even from a neutral’s one, the

most boring and less motivating to complete mainly because it involves the need of

repeating a particular pattern many times.

Tests Pre-rehabilitation results Post-rehabilitation results

Walk on a narrow

basis

Patient is unable to walk in a narrow

basis without support and

immediately loses balance

Patient is able to walk in a

narrow basis without

support even though he is

slightly unstable during the

walk

Walk backwards Patient is unable to walk backwards

probably due to insufficient activity

of gluteus maximus as well as

limited mobility (age related

degenerative intrtacapsular changes)

and due to lack of visual

confirmation which is highly needed

in case of cerebellar lesion

Patient is able to walk

backwards even though

again he slightly deviates

from side-to-side

Walk on a soft

surface

Patient immediately loses balance

when attempting this task

Patient is able to maintain

stable locomotion when

walking on a soft surface

Table 62- initial/ final results of Gait Modifications
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Regarding the secondary pathologies of the musculoskeletal system, most importantly

the degenerative changes presented as osteophytes formation affecting the vertebrae and

in the long run, disturbing the relationship and mechanics of the intervertebral and

zygapophyseal joints, i chose an indirect approach for treatment, namely passive

movement application for the lumbar spine and Mojzisova technique for mobilizing the

sternocostal joints. We avoided any manipulation of the cervical spine due to the fact

that it’s a highly mobile, vulnerable to injuries structure and after the feedback from our

patient involving pain and dizziness.

When looking at the tables 63, 64 & 65, it’s quiet obvious that my indirect treatment

approach had little to no effect regarding rib’s mobility, although a slight improvement

was noted in breathing pattern that shows a better activation of the diaphragm and

slightly improved function deep stabilization system that attributed to correction of

overall postural control with activation of the diaphragm using DNS concept.

Assessment

positions

Pre-rehabilitation results Post-rehabilitation results

Supine We observed dominance of the

breathing wave movement in abdominal

cavity with no significant involvement

of the thoracic. Abdominal cavity’s

excursion was quiet evident in both

sagittal and frontal plane which shows

marked weakness of the transversus

abdominis. No movement of the lower

ribs noted in the frontal plane but cranial

movement of the upper ribs was slightly

present. Possible reasons are the

degenerative changes of the spine

influencing the arthrokinetics of the

sternocostal, costovertebral and

costotransverse joints.

We observed again

dominance of the

abdominal region even

though we also noted slight

excursion of the lower ribs

to the sides. Middle and

upper thoracic wall remain

hypokinetic
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Sitting Significant alteration of the breathing

patter from supine to sitting, as the

upper ribs are dominating with cranial

movements probably showing costal

breathing and again no movement of the

lower ribs in the frontal plane observed

Change of breathing pattern

noted. Costal breathing is

evident with middle and

upper thorax moving

cranially. Movement of the

abdominal cavity is also

present

Standing Patient’s abdomen dominate the

breathing pattern as we observe great

excursion of the abdominal wall in

sagittal and frontal plane, while the

thoracic wall presents limited excursion

across the same planes.

Patient’s abdomen

dominate the breathing

pattern as we observe great

excursion of the abdominal

wall in sagittal and frontal

plane, while the thoracic

wall presents limited

excursion across the same

planes.

Table 63- initial/ final assessment of Breathing pattern

Individual segments Left before Left after Right before Right after

1st rib physiological springing physiological springing

2nd rib Restricted mobility Restricted mobility

3rd rib Restricted mobility Restricted mobility

4th rib Restricted mobility Restricted mobility

5th rib Restricted mobility Restricted mobility

Table 64- initial/ final results of Rib joint mobility
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Tests Pre-rehabilitation results Post-rehabilitation results

Diaphragm test (according

to Kolář)

patient is unable to increase

resistance under therapist’s

finger, which shown

insufficient activity of the

diaphragm and disruption

of its mechanics

While assessing diaphragm

activation, we noted slight

increase in resistance under

our hands. Minimal

movement of the lower ribs

was noted in the frontal

plane

Local stability of lumbar

spine (according to

Australian school

approach)

when patient attempts to

lift one leg up, there is an

immediate movement of

the lumbar spine into

extension which shows

insufficient insertional

stabilization at the level of

the pelvis-lumbar junction,

involving the rectus

abdominis and the iliopsoas

in particular

when patient attempts to

lift one leg up, there is an

immediate movement of

the lumbar spine into

extension which shows

insufficient insertional

stabilization at the level of

the pelvis-lumbar junction,

involving the rectus

abdominis and the iliopsoas

in particular

Intra-abdominal pressure

test (according to Kolář)

when palpating the inguinal

region medially to the

ASIS there is no increase in

resistance under therapist’s

fingers, which provide us

with the insight of marked

weakness of the deep

stabilization system

Slight resistance under our

hands was noted in the

inguinal region

Table 65- initial/ final assessment of Deep Stabilization System
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Locomotion being the most complex but natural movement of the human body, we hope

that further interaction with the external environment can positively influence the CNS

by increasing the amount of input sent to the brain.

Patient’s assumed cause of injury, that is the vulnerable condition of the cardiovascular

system (we explained the mechanism of the cerebrovascular injury in the general part),

has been our 2nd highest priority throughout the course of the rehabilitation for obvious

reasons. Improving the condition of the system that most probably caused the ischemia

is logical in the long-term as a preventative measure of any further possible CNS

dysfunction. Throughout the course of the rehabilitation, some adjustments were made

in order to meet our patient needs as well as that of the chief complaint. We modified

intensity of the therapy, meaning longer break duration between exercises or even sets

in order to avoid overloading the cardiovascular system especially during days in which

patient didn’t get optimal rest during the night.

Patient was evidently more interested during this training and because of that he

managed to progress a lot. The variety and complexity of the exercises kept him

motivated in order to perfect them. Generally, our patient’s static postural ability has

been improved in a larger scale compared to his dynamic postural stability and the 2

obvious factors are: more motivation in a more complex and varied program as well as

the fact that static postural stability, being the requisite for sufficient dynamic postural

stability, can be more easily influenced. One point of attention that might contributed

into the limitation of further possible progress is the limited intellectual capacity of our

patient, the language barrier as well as his current vulnerable state of cardiovascular

system, which required adjustments regarding intensity, frequency and duration of the

exercises and the breaks in between. Patient’s cooperation has been satisfying when

taking into account his age and underlying medical condition.

The likelihood of any further development of complications increases with age and lack

of physical activity and assuming the patient maintains a supposedly unhealthy lifestyle,

accompanied by the underlying diseases, will probably create favourable conditions for

more medical complications.
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4) Conclusion

To sum up, our case study in the thesis contains a patient after suffering cerebral

ischemia. With his pre-existing multiple underlying conditions, the origin of the injury

is assumed to be the arterial hypertension. Furthermore, his current state of leaving,

being retired which is accompanied by lack of physical activity, played a huge factor in,

or even enhanced the development of the vascular disease. Patient didn’t suffer any

deficit in cognitive function although we noted slight limitation regarding his

intellectual capacity (slight delay in comprehending give commands for example).

Cerebellar ataxia, as the result of the ischemia, was successfully diminished from every

aspect in our patient’s execution of various movements (locomotion-isolated purposeful

movement) following our movement-centered therapeutic approach, focusing primary

on the manifestations of the cerebellar lesion, secondary on improving the condition of

the cardiovascular system as a preventative measure and last but not least on the dorsal-

column medial lemniscal pathway by increasing input into the central nervous system

again as a preventative measure against falling that is usually attributed to old age. More

time and more experience was needed to achieve sufficient results regarding the

condition of our patient’s musculoskeletal system. We failed to make an huge impact on

correcting pathologies such as the breathing mechanics and its influence in the overall

posture. We chose to indirectly influence the arthrokinematics of the zygapophyseal

joints (with a minimal) effect primary due to the existence of degenerative changes on

the Th spine and after promoting unwanted symptoms such as dizziness and pain

following cervical spine mobilization.
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